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§ 1.  Introduction.

The orbit of a particle about an oblate spheroid is not in general closed

geometrically. The motion of the particle is not, therefore, in general, periodic

from a geometric point of view. But if we consider the orbits as described by

the particle in a revolving meridian plane which passes constantly through the

particle several classes of closed orbits can be found in which the motion is

periodic. The failure of these orbits to close in space arises from the incom-

mensurability of the period of rotation of the line of nodes with the period of

motion in the revolving plane. When these periods happen to be commensur-

able the orbits are closed in space and the motion is therefore periodic, though

the period may be very great. Indeed, it seems that most of the difficulty in

giving mathematical expressions for the orbits about an oblate spheroid rests

upon the question of incommensurability of periods. The difficulty arising from

the motion of the node can be overcome by the use of the revolving plane, but

other incommensurabilities, such as that introduced by the eccentricity, can not

be eliminated in this manner.

Orbits closed in the revolving plane are considered most conveniently in two

general classes : (1) Those which reënter after one revolution, (2) those which

reënter after many revolutions. The existence of both classes is established in

this paper and convenient methods for constructing the solutions are given.

Orbits which reënter after the first revolution are naturally the simpler and will

be considered in the first part of the paper. Those lying in the equatorial

plane of the spheroid become straight lines in the revolving plane, and it is

shown that within the realm of convergence of the series employed all orbits in

the equatorial plane are periodic. When the orbits do not lie in the equatorial

plane there exists one, and only one, orbit for any arbitrarily assigned values of

the inclination and the mean distance. These orbits reduce to circles with the

vanishing of the oblateness of the spheroid.

In considering orbits which reënter only after many revolutions the differ-

ential equations are found to be very complex, and one would despair of proving

the existence of these orbits by the ordinary direct computation of the necessary

coefficients.    However, a proof of their existence and a method for the construc-
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tion of the solutions are given by the aid of certain theorems, which are here

established, on the character of the solutions of non-homogeneous linear differ-

ential equations with periodic coefficients.

These periodic orbits of many revolutions involve five constants, four of which

are entirely arbitrary, and the fifth subject only to the limitation that it shall

satisfy certain commensurability conditions. One constant, only, is missing for a

complete integration of the differential equations. These orbits are all symmetric

with respect to the equatorial plane.

§ 2.   The differential equations.

The differential equations of motion of a particle about an oblate spheroid are *

^_ ^|~1+     3,2      X^f+Jf-Jz2 1BJ
dt2-~Bî\+^° B* /*+•••    -&.'

d2y_     VMyY x2 + y2 - 4z2 1     BV

W df~~   B*   [i + ïôû j? P+--J By '

BV
~~  B> IL + -^b B* /i+"J = ^-

The symbols employed are defined as follows : x, y, z are rectangular coordi-

nates, the origin being at the center of the spheroid and the xy-n\ane the plane

of the equator, k is the Gaussian constant, M is the mass of the spheroid, b is

the polar radius of the spheroid, p, is the eccentricity of the spheroid,

,-.-s-ï irr    WMV^       b2x2 + y2-2z2   , "I
B = Vx2 + tf + z2,        V= -g- |^1 + TQ -^4j=-p2 + ■ ■ J .

Since
1 8V _ 1 BV

x Bx      y By '

we obtain one integral of areas, namely,

dy        dx
(2) xdt-ydt=Ci'

That is, the projection of the area described by the radius vector upon the equa-

torial plane is proportional to the time.    We have also the vis viva integral

For further integration we are compelled to resort to series.    Poincaré has

shown in his Les méthodes nouvelles de la mécanique céleste that if certain

*Moulton, Celestial Mechanics, p. 113.
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conditions are fulfilled it is possible to obtain periodic orbits represented by

power series in a parameter when periodic orbits are known for zero values of

this parameter. These conditions are at least partially fulfilled in the present

problem, for the right members of the differential equations are analytic in

x, y, z and the parameter p.. Furthermore, for p = 0, the equations reduce

to the ordinary two-body problem for which periodic solutions are known. It

is our purpose to show that the remaining necessary conditions also are fulfilled

and that periodic solutions persist for values of p, + 0. These periodic series

are very satisfactory, for the general character of the orbits represented by them

is easily obtained. The solutions thus found are rigorous, but they are not

general, their existence depending upon special initial' conditions.

It will be advantageous to transform the differential equations to cylindrical

coordinates by the substitutions

x = ar coa v, k2M=n2ai,

y = ar sin v, c. = ck VMa,

(4)
z = aq, tit = T,

B = aVr2+~q2,        i^2=e\-

After these substitutions equations (1) become

(a)        r"-rv'2={r2-r-2^l+^^j2e2xp2+..^,

(5) (6)    rv"+2r'v' = 0,

the accents denoting the derivatives with respect to t.

The integral of (b) is tPv = c, by means of which v can be eliminated from

the first of these equations.    After the elimination the equations take the form

C2 j' f* _ 4/*ûf2

(a) r" = p - p +--2y ~ [f+fy ^>2 + • • •,

(6) (b) a"- -7 . ?   ... - ,,qrÁe\P-2 + ■ ■ ■.\  J            w i fri + qiy      (r- + q2y   xr-

(c) v
c

The first two of these equations are independent of the third so that r and q

may be considered as rectangular coordinates in a revolving plane which passes
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always through the z-axis and through the particle itself. The problem is thus

reduced to the consideration of the motion in this plane, for, when r is known,

v is obtained by a simple quadrature from (6c).

§ 3.   Surfaces of zero velocity.

The velocity integral in the revolving plane is

,t       ,2 2 2   r2-2q2 c2

If we put the velocity equal to zero the resulting equation represents a two-

parameter family of curves. For assigned values of the parameters c and c2

there is defined a certain curve in the revolving plane. On one side of this

curve the motion is real while on the other side it is imaginary. For values of

c2 < 0 this curve is closed, and the motion is real on the inside. As the plane

revolves this curve generates a surface of the general form of an anchor ring.

For ¿i2 = 0 this curve belongs to the ordinary two-body problem, and its equa-

tion is

2 c2
_-- + c =0
(r2 + q2y     r2 +   2

The motion is elliptic, parabolic, or hyperbolic according as c2 is negative, zero,

or positive.    Putting

r mm p cos cf>, q = p sin ef>,

we find, on solving for p.

p = c;[-1±\l1 + cos^]-

For negative values of c2 this equation represents two closed ovals which do not

enclose the origin. If c2c2 = — 1 the ovals shrink upon the points p = — l/c2,

ef> = 0 and ir. The corresponding orbit is therefore a circle in the equatorial

plane. As c2 approaches zero the ovals open out rapidly and approach the

limiting curves

c2

p=2cos2^'

For values of c2 > 0 there is but one positive value for p, which is

If c2 + 0 none of these curves crosses the axis eb = 90°. But if c = 0 we have

the circle p = — 2 /c2 inside of which the motion is real when c2 is negative.
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For values of p2 + 0, but sufficiently small, we can put

r=(p + p) coa eb, q = (p + p) sin ep,

and solve for p as a power series in /x2.    We find

12-3 cos2 eb M   ,

which is the correction to be applied to the corresponding curves in the two-

body problem.

Part I.

ORBITS   WHICH   REËNTER   AFTER   ONE   REVOLUTION.

§ 4.   Symmetry.

Returning to the differential equations (6 a) and (6b) we observe that if we

change

r into + r, q into — q, t into — t,

the differential equations remain unchanged.    Hence, if at some epoch, t = t0,

r = a, r' = 0 ,

q = 0, q'=ß,

that is, if at the epoch t = t0 , the particle crosses the r-axis perpendicularly, it

follows from the form of the differential equations that the orbit is symmetrical

with respect to the r-axis and with respect to the epoch t = t0 . In other words

r will be an even series in (t — t0) and q will be an odd series in (t — t0). If

now at some other epoch, t = t0 4- 7, the particle again crosses the r-axis per-

pendicularly the orbit will be symmetrical with respect to this epoch also. It is

clear therefore that the orbit is a closed one, and that the motion in it is peri-

odic, for, by hypothesis, at t = t„ — 7 it must have been at the same point and

moving with the same velocity in the same direction. The motion is therefore

periodic with the period 27. Hence with these initial values sufficient condi-

tions for periodicity are that at t = t0 + 7

r = q = 0.

From the integral of area, v'= c/r2, it follows that if r is periodic v will have the

form

v = constant x T + periodic terms.
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§ 5. Existence of periodic orbits in the equatorial plane.

If q = 0 equations (6) reduce to

V    / ^3 ™2 „4 6

(8)

(6)    *'-?•

The first of these equations is independent of the second and can be inte-

grated separately. It represents motion in a straight line in the revolving

plane.    It admits the constant solution

r,-l,        c2 = l + 0>2 + 02y + ...,

which represents a point in the revolving plane, or a circle in the equatorial

plane.    In order to investigate the oscillations about this point let us put

r=l + ep, c2=c2 + ee,

where p is a variable whose initial value is arbitrarily assigned, e is an arbitrary

parameter corresponding to the eccentricity in the two-body problem, and e is a

parameter to be determined so that p shall be periodic.

On substituting these values (8a) and expanding as power series in e, the

terms independent of e cancel out and it is possible to divide through by e.

The equation then becomes

p"+ [1 - e\a2 - Self* + ■ • • ] p = e [1 - 3pe + 6pV- 10p3e3 + • • •]

+ p2e[3  - 40>2 -  1502V + •■•]

(9) +¿V[-6+lO0>2+4602V+---]

+ pV[10 - 208*iri? - 11102V + • • •]

We can simplify this equation somewhat by dividing through by the coefficient

of p in the left member and then substituting

T = tV1-6\p2-o61 pJTTT.,       o = r^^2-3^rT^ ■

The equation then becomes

(10)   äT2 + /> = S[l-3pe+6pV-10pV+...] + [3 + a1]p2e

+ [_6+a2]p3e2+ [10 + «3]pV + ...,
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where

ax = -Sd¡p2-(0¡ + 6e22)p*+...,

a2=+á62xp2 + (4teix + 28e¡)pi + ...,

a3=- 1062xu2 - (1O0Í + 8102)¡if + ■■-.

Equation (10) can be integrated for p as a power series in S and e. Let us

take the initial values

p = — 1,        p = 0.

By Poincaré's extension of Cauchy's theorem we know that the solution of equa-

tion (10) having the prescribed initial values exists and converges provided S

and e ave sufficiently small, for all values of T in the interval 0 = T = 7, where

T is finite, but otherwise arbitrary.    The condition for periodicity is simply

(11) p = 0 at T = 7.

If we choose 7= it an inspection of equation (10) shows that for e= 0 the

solution for p is periodic with the period 27r whatever may be the value of 8, so

that equation (11) must carry e as a factor. After integrating equation (10)

we find that the condition (11) is

(12) 0 = — [ | + ax ] Tree — [ § + | ax + ^aj + |a2 ] 7re2 + higher degree terms.

Aside from the factor e there remains an equation in which the linear terms in

e and S are present, and which may be solved.    We find

(13) h=(-l + ..-)e+....

If this value of 8 be substituted in equation (10) it will then admit periodic

solutions for p as power series in e having the period 27T for all values of e suf-

ficiently small. Furthermore the solution as a power series in e with the pre-

scribed initial conditions is unique.

§ 6. Existence of periodic orbits not lying in the equatorial plane.

For p.2 = 0 the differentia] equations (6) admit the circular solution

r = 1, ö = 0, v = t,
(14) ( f c2=l.

r = 0,         q = 0,         v = 1,

In order to investigate the existence of orbits not lying in the equatorial plane

but having the period 27r for p2 =\= 0, let us put

(15) r=l+p,        q = 0 + cr,        c2=l + e,

and take the initial conditions

p = a, p = 0, a = 0, a' m= ßp,.
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The conditions for periodicity (§4) are then

p'=tT=0   at   T = TT.

We have three arbitrary constants at our disposal, a, ß, and e, and two condi-

tions to be satisfied. Hence one constant remains undetermined. We will

therefore let ß remain arbitrary and determine a and e so as to satisfy the

two conditions. After making the substitutions (15) and expanding, equations

(6) become

p" + p = e - 3pe + 3p2 + § er2 - 6\p2 + 6p2e - 6p3 - 6po-2

(16) + 4p#2 p2 + higher degree terms,

er" + er = 3/30- — 6p2cr + |p3 — ct6\p? + higher degree terms.

In order to integrate these equations let us put

P=    H   Pm,*? ¿P*,
i,j,k=U

(17) (<+j + *>0),

<*=  Il «Ve* aV-
i.j, k=l

The pi7( and cri.k can be found by successive integrations, the constants of

integration being determined so as to satisfy the initial conditions. In the series

thus obtained take t = tt . The two conditions for periodicity give us the two

equations :

(a) p'T=w = 0=axe2+a2ea+a3e;>+a4e2a+a5ea2+a6ai+a7ep2+a ap2+a9P4+  - ■,

(18)
(b) <rT=lr = 0= ßp [bxe + b2e2 + b3a2 + b4ea + bbp2 +••■],

where the ai and bi are constants which have been found from the actual

integrations to be distinct from zero. Equation (18a) involves only the even

powers of p while (186) involves only the odd powers. After dividing (18o)

by ßp we can solve it for e as a power series in a and p2 of the form

(19) e=cxa2 + c2p2 + c3a3 + c4ap2 + c5p* + ■■■.

On substituting (19) in (18a) we obtain a series of the form

(20) (a) 0 = dxap2 + d2a3 + d3p* + d4a2p? + d5a* + ■ ■ ■.

If in this equation we make the substitution

we obtain

W o = m4l/;7 + ./>2+./;7/"2 + •••],
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which can be solved uniquely for 7 as a power series in p.2. This solution sub-

stituted in (206) gives a as a power series in p.2, and this value of a substituted

in (19) gives e as a power series in p2.    We thus have a solution

a = p2Fx(u2), e = p2F2(p2), ß arbitrary.

Newton's parallelogram shows that equation (20a) has two additional solutions,

but as they are imaginary we do not stop to develop them.

§7. Existence of periodic orbits in a meridian plane.

If in equations (6) we take the area constant c2 = 0 the motion of the particle

is in a meridian plane ; that is, the revolving plane has ceased to revolve and the

orbit in this plane is the true orbit. After changing to polar coordinates by

the substitution

r = p cos tf>, q = p sin tf>, <? = 0,

the differential equations become

2     1 - I + f cos 2eb + 1 cos ich

P p

(21)
j»        o   >j.< h Sln 2<£ — Î Sln 4<£ ai    2    ,

pep +2pcb = -i-^—^--f,e\a2 + ---.

For p2 = 0 we have the periodic solution

p=l. tf> = T,

that is, a circle.    For p2 4= 0 let us introduce p and cr by

p = l + p, ¡p = T + cr,

with the initial values

p = a, p = 0, <r=0, cr' = /8,

where a and ß are two new arbitrarles. By Poincaré's theorem p, p, cr and

cr are expansible as power series in a, ß and p2 with t entering the coefficients.

The conditions for periodicity are that at t = it

p =cr=0.

If we perform the integration and then set t = -w, we obtain the two following

conditional equations :

(a)    crr=7r = 0 = axa + a,ß + a3a2 + a4aß + abß2 + aßp2 + ■ ■ -,

(    }  (6)     /W=0= b3a2 + biaß + b5ß2+0-p2+b7rii + ..-,
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where the ai and bi are constants which have been found from the actual inte-

grations to be distinct from zero.

The first of these two equations can be solved for a as a power series in ß and

p2.    This expression for a substituted in (6) gives rise to an equation of the

form

(c) 0 = cxßp2 + c2ß> + c3ß2p2 + c4p* +■■-.

This equation has the same form as (20a) and can be solved in the same way,

giving a unique real value for ß as a power series in p2 vanishing with p2.

This expression for ß substituted in the equation for a gives a as a power series

in p2, vanishing with p2. Therefore real periodic orbits exist for p2 + 0

which are analytic continuations of circular orbits for p2 = 0.

We have thus proved the existence of the three following classes of periodic

orbits which have the period 27r, the generating orbits being circles :

I. Orbits lying in the equatorial plane ;

II. Orbits not lying in the equatorial plane ;

III. Orbits in a meridian plane.

§ 8.   Construction of periodic solutions in the equatorial plane.

Let us first consider orbits in the equatorial plane. We retake the differ-

ential equations (8) and by means of the transformations there given we pass at

once to equation (10), which is explicitly

72

d£+P=o[l-Spe + 6p2e2+. • ■] + [3-30>2-(í?í+602>< + . • .>2e

(23) + [-6 + 402/i2 + (40« + 2Sd¡)p* + ■ ■ .]p3e2

+ [lO-lO0>2-(lO0í + 81í?2>< + ...]pV+....

It was shown in equation (13) that 8 can be expanded uniquely as a power

series in e in such a manner that the solution for p as a power series in e will be

periodic with the period 27r. Since the series is periodic with the same period

for all values of e sufficiently small, it follows that the coefficient of each power

of e is itself periodic. Since the solution exists and is unique, it must be pos-

sible to determine the 8 uniquely by the condition that the solution is periodic.

In the existence proof it was shown that 8 vanishes with e. Therefore p and 8

have the form

(24) p = Po + pie + p2e2 + p3e* + ...,        8 = 8xe + 82e2 + 83e3 + ....

The p. are to be determined by the integration of equation (23) and by the

initial values

P--1,        |£=0atT = 0.

The & are to be determined in such a manner that the p. shall be periodic.
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Substituting (24) in (23) and equating the coefficients, we find :

(•) ëo+^=°'

(P)    fß + Pl = 8, + L3 - 3Ö>2 - (ö; + 661)p.* + ■ ■ -lPl

(25)
(•)    S2 + P2 = S2-3puS1 + [3-3ö>2-(öi + 6ö2)^+...]2püp1

+ [ - 6 + 40>2 + (40f + 2Sei)pf + ■ ■ -Ipl,

(d)  d¿+Pl = e-Sp08n_x+[s-se2p2-(e¡+6e¡)^+...]2p0pti_i

+ /«(rV ■■■> PH-2)'

These equations can be integrated in succession.    The solution of (a) which

satisfies the initial conditions is

(26) p0 = - cos T.

Since the initial conditions are independent of e, every p. except p0 must vanish

at T = 0.    Substituting (26) in (256) and integrating, we have

(27) p1 = 8,(1-cos T) + [3-30>2-(0' + 60>4+. •.] [J-* cos T-i cos 2T].

The constants of integration in equation (27) have been determined so as to

satisfy the initial conditions, but the constant ¿x is as yet undetermined.

Substituting these values of p0 and px in (25c), we find

d*$ + P2 = [S2 + Bl(Z-od2p2+...) + Z-6e2p2 + ..-l

+ [«,(- 3 + 66\p2 + { 26\ + 12622} /x4 + • • ■)

(28) + ( - 3 + 120>2 - {-U-Ö2 - 902} p* + ■ ■ •] cos T

+ [8,(8 -2>e\p2 + ■■■)+ 3 -180>2+ •■•]cos2T

+ [3 -4f92Ai2+ .-.] cos 3T.

In order that the solution of this equation may be periodic the coefficient of

cosT must be zero.    This is the condition which determines 8X and consequently

81 = -i + 202/x2 + (|0;-02>4+ ....

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 5
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With this value of 8, equation (28) becomes

72

¿$ + P2=VK+ U>2+  •■] + [- MW+-- •] cos 2T+ [3-40V+ • • ■] cos 3T.

The solution of this equation which satisfies the initial conditions is

p2=82(l-cosT)+ [Se¡p2+ ...] + [f_U-0>2 + ...]cosT

(29)
+ [30>2 + ...]cos2T+ [_f + !02M2+.-.]cos3T.

The constant 82 is as yet undetermined. It is determined by the periodicity

condition for p3 in the same manner that Sx was determined by the periodicity

condition of p2. Without giving the details of the computation its value is

found to be

82=-60¡p2 + ....

This method of integration can be carried as far as may be desired. In

orderto show this let us suppose that p0, • • -, pn_, have been computed and all

the constants determined with the exception of 8n_x.    From (25d) we have

(30)      j£ + ft, = Sn- 3ftA-. + [3 - 3Ö>2 + •. .-]2PoPn_x +fri(Po, - - -, p„_2).

Here fn(p0, - ■ -, ft,_2) is a polynomial in the p. and contains only known terms.

p _. depends upon &n_x in the following way :

ft,_! = 8b_j ( 1 — cos T ) + known terms.

Equation (30) can therefore be written

^ + ^ = 5„ + [3-3^/x2 + ...]8n_1+[-3 + 6t?2/x2 + ...]8„_IcosT

+ [3 — 30j>2 -f- ■ • •] cos 2T + known terms.

In order that the solution of this equation shall be periodic the coefficient of

cos T must be zero. This condition determines 8n_j. The equation can then

be integrated and the constants of integration will be determined by the condi-

tions that

o =i> = 0atT=0.r"     dT

Everything is then determined with the exception of 8n, and we have then

pn = (1 — cos T) 8n + known terms.

Substituting the values of 8, and 82 in the solution as far as it has been com-
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puted, we find

ft, = — cos T,

Px = [i + iO2xu2 + (0t-4e22)pi...] + i-e2xp2 + (-idi + se¡)pi + --.}coaT

+ [- i + \e\p2 + (\e\ + 0¡)p<- ■.] cos 2T,

p2= [-30>2 +•••]+ [f-i0>2+..-]cosT+ [30>2 + ...]cos2T

+ [-[! + i0>2+...]cos3T,

èx = -i + 2d\p2 + (ie\-ei)p* + ...,

82=_6Ö>2 + .--.

From these expressions we have the following series for r = 1 + ep :

(a)    r = 1 - e cos T + { [§ + \0\p2 + (6\ - 40¡)p* + - -. ]

+ \_-e\p2+(-ie\ + Uí2)pi+ ...]cosT

(31) +[_r+^>2+(^ + ö2)/x4 + ...]cos2T}e2

+ {[-3Ö>2 + ...] + [f-iÖ>2 + ...]cosT

+ [30>2 + - - - ] cos 2T + [- f + \d\p2 + • - • ] cos 3T } e* + ■ . ..

Substituting this value of r in the equation (86)

2 dv^ _      I_c2 + ee_

r ~dT~\l-62p2-Wz2pi...'

and integrating, we find

(6)  v-v0 = {[i + 6\p2 + (ie\ + 2ei)p* + ..^

+ [0>2+ (- W\ + OT)/*4 + ■ ■ •] «2 + • • • } T

(31) + {[2 + 2e\p2 + (e\ + d22)p* + -..-]sin1}e

+ { [ 20>2 + (if-6\ - 66\)p* + -.. ] sin T

+ [£ + f#>2 + (- M* + f*iV + ■ ■ ■ ] sin 2T } e2 + • •..

Equations (31a) and (316) are the periodic solutions sought. If we return to

the symbols defined in the original differential equations by means of equations

(4), with the additional notation

nV 1 - din* - UfpF+ " = v,
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we have the following expressions for the polar coordinates at any time t :

a {1 — ecos vt +[\ — \ cos 2vt\ e2+ [f cos vt — § cos 3i>£] e3 + • • ■

62
+ ^^[(A - To cos vt + 2ÏÏ cos 2vt)e2+ ( - j% - 2% cos vt

b*
+ j% cos2vt + ^cosSvt)es + ---] + -4p* [...]+....},

62
v0= vt + 2 sin vt ■ e + f sin 2vt ■ e2 + ■ ■ ■ + -2 p2[(^\ + f^e2 +---)vt

64
+ (f sin vt)e2+(l sin vt + ^sin 2vt)e2+ ■■■] + -4 /*4[. ••]+•••.

These equations contain four arbitrary constants, a, e, v0 and t0. Since the

differential equations of motion in the equatorial plane were of the fourth order

these series, within the realm of their convergence, represent the general solu-

tion. The expressjon for the radius vector, B, is always periodic with the period

27T/v.    At the expiration of this period v has increased by the quantity

^[jm'CA+.A*+ •••) + •••]-**«

in excess of 27r; that is, the line of apsides has rotated forwarded by this

amount. If <S> is commensurable with unity the orbit is eventually closed geo-

metrically. If ® = 7/7, where 7 and J are integers relatively prime, then, at

t = 2JtcIv, v = 2(7+ J)tt, and the particle is at its initial position with its

initial components of velocity. The particle has completed I + J revolutions

and the line of apsides has completed 7 revolutions.    The mean sidereal period is

2tt
p_

~v(\ + %y

This formula for the rotation of the line of apsides has an interesting appli-

cation in the case of Jupiter's fifth satellite. On the hypothesis that Jupiter is

homogeneous and taking its equatorial diameter as 90,190 miles and its polar

diameter as 84,570 miles, the mean distance of the satellite as 112,500 miles,

the eccentricity of its orbit as .006 and its mean sidereal period as llh0m23%

the above formula gives for the rotation of the line of apsides 1440° per year.

The values derived from observations are somewhat discordant but are in the

neighborhood of 880° per year. If we still keep the hypothesis that Jupiter

is homogeneous in density and of the same oblateness as before, we are com-

pelled, in order to relieve the discrepancy between theory and observation, to

suppose that the value adopted for its polar radius was about 9,000 miles too

B

(32)

v

(33)
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great.    From the large reduction required it is clear that  the hypothesis of

homogeneity is very much in error.

§ 9. Construction of periodic solutions not lying in the equatorial plane.

By means of  the area integral the problem has been reduced to the two

equations

r- -t_r_ !l=±sL e2 u? +
P      (r2+q2y      (r*+2»)ïl7i'* +       '

(35)

Q-_L _ ^g - V 02 „2    ,    . . .
1  -      (r2 + q2y      (r2 + q2)i    ^ +       '

After the solution of these equations has been obtained the third coordinate is

found from the equation

,      c
v = —2.

r2

We have already proved [equations (14) to (20)] the existence of periodic solu-

tions of these equations of the following type :

r=l + p2p? + p4p,i + ...,

(36) q = qip + q3ps + q5ps+...,

C2=l + C2p2+c4pi+ -..,

with the initial conditions

r'(0) = q(0) = 0,        q(0) = ßp,

ß being arbitrary.    We can therefore integrate equations (35) so as to satisfy

these initial conditions and determine the c. in such a manner as to render the
i

solution periodic.

Substituting (36) in (35) gives the equations

0 = |X + ft - \q\ -c2+ 6\-]p2 + [p'f + p4- op] - oqxq3 + 6p2q\

+ J^i + (3c2 - lB\)p2 - ^e\q\ - c4]„< + • • •,

0 - WÍ+ ?i> + fei'+fc- 3ft#- l?i+3^1]/x3+ [q';+q-Zp2q- f?2?3

Equation (37) contains only even powers of p, while equation (38) contains only

odd powers.    For the integration we have :

Coefficient of p.

(39) ' ?r+?i-©-
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The solution of this equation satisfying the initial conditions is

qx = ß sin t .

Coefficient of u2.

P".+P2=U2l+C2-eh

= (iß2 + c2- 6\)- i/32cos2r.

The solution of this equation which satisfies the assigned initial conditions is

p2 - (Iß* + c2 - 62x) + a2 cos t + Iß2 cos 2t.

The constant c2 will be determined by the periodicity condition on q3 to be

c2 = 20\-ß2,

and a2 will be determined by the periodicity condition on p4 to be

«2=0-

If we anticipate these determinations we have

p2 = (6\-lß2)+{ß2cos2T.

Coefficient of ps.

(41)
= (3/32 + 3c2 - 601)ß sin t + iaß sin 2t.

In order that the solution shall be periodic it is necessary that the coefficient of

sin t shall be zero.    Therefore

c2 = 26\-ßz.

Substituting this value and integrating, we find

q3 = ß3 sin t — %a2ß sin 2t.

From the initial conditions we must have q3 (0) = 0 and therefore

ß3=\a2ß.

But it will be shown in the next step that a2 = 0, and consequently

q3=0.
Coefficient of p*.

(42) p'i + p4 = Sp¡ + Zqxq3 - 6p2q\ - ^-O4 + (402 - 3c2)p2 + ±i-e\q2x + c4.

Before expanding the right member of this equation we will avoid useless labor

by first examining the coefficient of cos t which we know must be zero from the

periodicity condition.    We notice first that terms in the coefficient of cos t can
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arise only through terms involving p2 and q3, and second that all such terms

carry a2 as a factor. Since no other arbitrary enters the coefficient, we must

take a2= 0. It can be shown by induction that the constant of integration a2i

(the coefficient of cos t) which arises in the integration of p2i is determined by

the periodicity condition on p2(i+1), and further that its value is always zero.

The proof is omitted for the sake of brevity.

Substituting the value a2 = 0 in p2 and q3 and expanding the right member

of (42), we find

p'i + f\= K + el + H-oiß* - Aß4] + U°iß2 - UP]™ 2t + Uß4 cos 4t-

The solution of this equation satisfying the initial conditions and the properties

just mentioned is

Pt = IX + 6\ + Wß* -nß^ + i- h°\ß2 + Te/3'] cos 2t - Aß4 cos 4t •

Anticipating the value of c4 found below, we have

Pi= i-^i-\l^ß2-aßl + [-è^Hfl cos 2t- «V34cos4t.

Coefficient of pb.

Ú' + ?» =  ^2?3 +  |?2?3 - 6/>2?l  +  3P4?, -   V5-^?!   - -¥-?!

(43) -M\q3 + lb8lp2qx + *i-82xq\,

= [3c4 + 1204 + 1102xß2]ß sin t - 6>2/33 sin 3t.

From the periodicity condition we have

c4 = -404-JJ-02/?2.

Integrating and imposing the initial conditions, we find

a5 = -|ö!^sinT+|Ö2/33sin3T.

This is sufficient to make evident the general character of the series. The in-

equation contains only even multiples of t, and the ç'-equation contains only odd

multiples. The r-equation contains only even powers of p and of t. The q-

equation is odd in both these respects. The series are therefore triply even and

odd.

Collecting the various coefficients we have the following series :

(a) r=l+[(62x-±ß2) + iß2 cos 2t]ai2+ [(-304-Il02/32-gV34)

+ ( - i¥l ß2 + i\ß4) cos 2r - -6L/34 cos 4t] p* + ■ ■ ■,

(6) q= [ß sin t>+ [0>3+ [-|02/83 sin T+\0\ß* sin 3r>5+ • • -,

} (c)     v-vä={l-d]p2-(ie\ + ie\ß2)p*+...-]T+[-lß2sin2T-]p2

+ [( 1102£2 _ kßi) sin 2t + j^i sin 4rl/t4 + .. #j

(d) c2 = 1 + [ 20¡ - /32] p2 + [- 404 - -U-02 /32>4+ • ■ •.
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This solution contains four arbitrary constants, a, ß,vti and t„.    As is shown by

equation (44c) the nodes regress, the rate of regression being

[0>* + (f<?i + $*î/s>* +•••]•

The generating orbit of these solutions is a circle in the equatorial plane.    A

circle having any assigned inclination might have been used, e. g.,

(45)   r = VI — s2 sin2 t, q = ssim,        v = tan~'[i/l — s2 tan t],

where s is the sine of the inclination. The solution thus obtained would have

been identical with (44). If we expand (45) as power series in s and then put

s = ßp, it will be found that the terms thus obtained are identical with the terms

independent of 0\ in the solution which has been worked out. It might there-

fore be of assistance in the physical interpretation of the constants to put ßp, = s

in the series (44).

§ 10.   Construction of periodic solutions in a meridian plane.

When the constant c is zero the motion is in a meridian plane.    The equa^

tions of motion are (21)

,,2,1           — f + I cos 2cb + I cos icb
P  ~P<t>   +-a«-~V~ —9>¡+---,

(46)
n , ,, i sin 20 — i sin 4</>

peb" + 2p'cb' = - 2-^-4-*-r 0\p2 + ■ ■ -.

We have already shown the existence of periodic solutions of these equations as

power series in p2, which for p, = 0 reduce to the circle p = 1, tj> = t . Let us

put then

P = 1 + P2P*' + PiP-* + • • •, eb = r + eb2p2 + cb4p4+ ....

Substituting these expressions in (46), expanding and collecting the coefficients

of the various powers of p, we find :

0 = [p'2'-3p2-2</,;-fö2+|öfcos2T+1:ö2cos4T]^2+[p';-3^-2<i,;-2Ä^

-<f).;2 + 3»2 + (3-6cos2T-cos4T)é'2p2 + (-3sin2T-sin4T)6'202]Ai4+--.,

0= \fb'.;+2p'2 + l0\ sin 2t-\0\ sin i+\p2+[cb'; + 2p'4 + cb"2P2+2p'2cb2

+ (-2 sin 2t + sin ±T)8\p2 + (cos 2t - cos 4t)02</>2] u*+ ■ ■ ■.

The initial conditions are

p'(0) = cb(0) = 0.
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Proceeding to the integration we have :

Coefficient of p2.

(a)   p2 - Sp2 - 2cb'2 = \0\ - \0\ cos 2t - \0\ cos 4r,

(6) cb2 + 2p2 = - \0\ sin 2t + \0\ sin 4t .

By integrating (6) once we have

(c) <#>; = - 2p2 + \0\ cos 2r - f^0\ cos 4t + c,.

Substituting this value of cf>2 in (a), we find

(d) p2 +p2={2cx + l0\)-8\ cos 2t - §02 cos 4t .

The integration of this equation gives

(e) p2 = (2c, + f Ö2 ) + c2 sin t +' c, cos t + 102 cos 2t + ?Vj#2 cos 4t.

Since Pj = 0 at t = 0 we must take c2 = 0. Then substituting this value of p2

in (c) and integrating, we get

(/)    4>2 = (- 3c, -|0»)t - 2c3 sin r - J¥02 sin 2r - jf ^ sin 4r + c4.

From the initial conditions <£2 must be zero when t = 0. Therefore c4 = 0.

Since it must also be periodic, c, = — J02. All of the constants of inte-

gration are now determined except c3 which will be determined by the perio-

dicity condition on p4.

The differential equations for p4 and ep4 are the same as for p2 and eb2 except

in the right members. The process of integration is therefore the same. In

the right members only even multiples of t occur except terms carrying the

undetermined c3 as a factor. In the equation corresponding to (48c?) there will

be a term in cos t carrying c3 as a factor. But the integration of this term will

be non-periodic unless c3 = 0. Put then c3 = 0 ; the integration proceeds

just as before and the constants are determined in the same manner. This

argument will be repeated in the coefficients of p6 and so on for all higher

powers.* Therefore no odd multiples of t can occur in the solution. We have,

therefore,

Í» = 1 + [-¿ + $-cos2t + ^Vj cos 4t]6»>2 + • • -,

(49)
q = t + [- 26T sin 2t — gfïï sin 4t]6>>2 + • ■ •.

* The differential equations arising at the successive steps are of the same type as the first

two equations of (32), p. 555, in Professor Moulton's paper on periodic solutions of the problem

of three bodies, these Transactions, vol. 7 (1906). Consequently his general formulas for

the coefficients of the solutions, equations (42), loc. cit., apply here.
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Since the series involve only even multiples of t the orbits are symmetrical

with respect to both the r-axis and the g'-axis.

This completes the formal construction of the solutions of which the existence

was proved in §§5, 6 and 7.

Part II.

ORBITS   REENTRANT   ONLY   AFTER   MANY   REVOLUTIONS.

§11.   The differential equations.

The orbits which we have previously considered have had the common prop-

erty of involving only the period 27T. Since this period is independent of the

oblateness of the spheroid the derivation of these orbits has been relatively

simple. We shall proceed now to investigate a class of orbits which involves

beside the period 2tt another period 2-tr/X, where X is a function of the oblate-

ness of the spheroid, the inclination of the orbit and the mean distance of the

particle. We shall start from the solution which involves an arbitrary incli-

nation. Into this solution four arbitrary constants were introduced, viz., incli-

nation, mean distance, longitude of node and the epoch. Two more arbitraries

are necessary for a complete solution, viz., constants corresponding to the eccen-

tricity and to the longitude of perihelion from the node. In what follows we

shall introduce the constant corresponding to the eccentricity, but we shall still

project the particle from an apse at the node.

We have found for the differential equations a certain solution (44) which we

may write

r=tb(ß, p;t), q = ^r(ß, p;t), c2 = c\,

which is symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane. That is to say, at t = 0

the particle is in the equatorial plane and its motion is perpendicular to the

radius vector. Its initial distance is eb(0). Suppose now we change the initial

distance slightly and also the initial velocity so that at t = 0

r(0)=eb(0) + a,        q(0) = 0,

r'(0)=0, q'(0) = V(0) + v,

and give an increment to the constant of areas so that c2 = c2 + e. Can we

determine these three constants, a, y and e, in such a manner that the series for

r and q shall be periodic ?    These series can be expressed by

r = cb(ß, p;r) + p, q=^(ß, p; t) + cr, c2 = C¡ + e.

If now we substitute these expressions in the differential equations (6) all the

terms independent of p, a and e will drop out, and there will remain the fol-
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lowing differential equations for p and cr :

(a) p"+{l + [( - 402 + Iß2)- Iß2 coa 2t] p2+\_(2O0\ + 60\^ + ^)

+ (6>2/32- |/S4)cos2t + |/34cos4t]ai4+ ...}p+{ -Sßp sin t

+ [(_ 2,0\ß + f/33) sin t - §/33 sin 3t] /*3 + • • • } <r

+ e{{l+ [(_302+|/S2)-î^2cos2t]/,2+[(1504-10^2+||-/S4)

-+ (¥-01 ß2 - {¡ßl) cos 2t + -Y-/84 cos 4r] ^4 + • ■ •}

+ { - 3 + [ ( 1202 - 3/32 ) + 3/32 cos 2t] /x2 + • -. } p + . . ■ }

= {3 + [( - 160\ + 6ß2)- 12/8» cos 2t>2 + [(9O04 + -\9-02/32+ |£/34)

(50) + (\0\ ß2- s¡/34 ) cos 2t + Jji^/84 cos 4t] p* + ■ ■ ■} p2 + {-12ßp sin r

+ [( - 90öf/S+- -*56-/33) sin t - -Y-/33 sin 8t] p3 + ■ ■ ■} per

+ {f + [(l*i - ¥ Z32) + -V-/32 cos 2t] /,2 + . . -} <r2 +

(6) £r" + {l + [_|/S2+|/82cos2T]M2+[-402/32+7ö2/82cos2T]M4 + -..}o-

+ {-3/3AisinT+ [(-36>2/3+§/33)sinT-f/33sin3T]//3 + ■ ■ ■} p

= { - 6ßp sin t + [ ( - 21<?2/3 + S//33) sin r - V-/33 sin 8t] ps+ ■ ■ ■ }p2

+ {3+ [(302- \3-/32)+^./32cos2t]m2+. - -}Pcr+{%ßpsinT+.. .}cr2+

In the first of these equations the coefficients of all terms containing odd

powers of er involve only odd powers of p and sines of odd multiples of t. All

other coefficients involve only even powers of p and cosines of even multiples

of t. In the second equation the coefficient of every odd power of cr involves

only even powers of p and cosines of even multiples of t. All other coefficients

involve only odd powers of p. and sines of odd multiples of t. These properties

play an important rôle throughout the entire discussion.

§ 12.   The equations of variation.

Considering merely the linear terms of the differential equations (50) for p

and cr we have the equations of variation :

(a) p" + {1 + [(- 402 + f/32) - f ß2 cos 2t] p2

+ [(20ö4+6Ö2yS2+|/34)+(ö2/32-|/34)cos2T+f/84cos4T]ii4+-.-}p

(51) + {-Zßp gin T+ [(-36>2/3 + f/33) sin t- f/33 sin 3t]/*3 + .. -}o-= 0.

(6) a"+ {1 + [- |/32 + f/32 cos 2t>2 + .. •} a

+ {-3ßp sin t + [(- S02ß + f/33) sin t - f/33 sin St]p1 + ■ • -}p = 0.
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These equations admit a solution of the form *

p. = A.e^cbJ(T),

cr.= A.e^yjr.(-r) (j = l, • •-, 4 )

where X. is a root of the fundamental equation and where oV(t) and -^(f)

ave periodic functions of t with the period 27r. The four values of the X (real

or imaginary) are associated in pairs, equal in value but of opposite sign.-)- From

the fact that t does not occur explicitly in the original equations (1) it is known

a priori that one pair of the X. has the value 0,J and consequently, if we choose

the notation so that X3 = X4 = 0, the two corresponding solutions will have the

forms

h = A4>3(T)>     p* = AIM7) + T</>3(T)]'

CT-3 = At3(T)'        ^^^W^ + ^t)].

We shall consider first the two- solutions in which the X. are not zero.    Let

us first substitute in (51) the forms

p = ei^cb(T) (Í=Í/ZIT),

o- = eikl -x¡r (t) .

After dividing out the exponential there remains

<p" + 2iXcb' + \l-X2 + a,p2+a4pi+ ■ ■ ] cp +[« p+ a3p!t+ ...]^=0,

(52)
f" + 2iXyjr'+ [1 - X2+ b2p2 + 64/x* + . • ]yjr +[o,p + a3p3 + ■ ■ -]cp = 0,

where

a, = — 3/3 sin t,

a3 = (- 36>2/3 + f/83) sin t - f/33 sin 3t,

a2=(-40l+%ß2)-%ß2coa2T,

a4= (20ö4 + 602xß2 + f/S4)+ (<92/32-|/3')cos2t + f/34 cos 4t,

62= -|;82 + fy82cos2T,

b4 = a sum of cosines of even multiples of t .

With respect to equations (52) it is known that eb and ijr ave periodic with the

*Floquet, Annales Scientifiques de l'École Normale Supérieure, 2d series, vol. 12

(1883), p. 47.
fSee Les Méthodes Nouvelles de la Mécanique Céleste, Vol. 1, p. 193.

tlbid., p. 187.
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period 2tt, and that X vanishes with p since the problem then reduces to the

two-body problem in which the characteristic exponents are all zero. It can be

shown that eb, ifr and X are expansible as power series in p of the form

<P = Ê 4>,V, ^ = ¿t,/**. X = ¿ \pf.
3=0 j=0 j=X

Substituting these expressions in (52) we find :

Coefficient of p".

<t>o' + <Pa=0,

"t*ö + fo=°-
Therefore

(53)

Coefficient of p.

(54)

<pa = df cos t + af sin t,

■x¡r0 = y,0' cos t + 7(20) sin t .

4»i  +<Pi= - 2i\<l>o - a^

f'i + ^i = - 2i\fo - «A-

Since the periodicity conditions demand that the coefficients of cos t and sin t

in the right members be zero, we must take X, = 0.     We get then

eb[' + cbx = Ißff - f/37f cos 2t + ¡ßrff sin 2t,

f[' +fx = ¡ßcff - |\ßaf cos 2t + ¡ßaf sin 2t.

Integrating we have

</>, = df cos t + af sin t + f-yS-yf + ¡ßyf cos 2t - |/3<yi0) sin 2t,
(56)

1     %H"-2     T  f-f, = rff cos t + 7« sin t + |/So!!0) + Ißaf cos 2t - ££ai» sin 2t.

Coefficient of p2.

<l>"t + <¿>2 == - 2iM>ó - «2</>0 - «i^i»
(57)

^2 + "r*2 = ~ 2iVft - 62l|r0 - a, <£, ;

or, expanded,

4>l + <t>2= ¡ß^-P - IW eos 2t + |7?} sin 2t + ( 4(92 aT + 2i'x2«f)) sin T

+ (i02af - 2iX9af) cos t + 3/32afsi„ 3T + 3/8» af cos St,
(58)

^2 + ^ = p^" + (-^/327(20) + 2iX2rff) sin t + 2¿X27f cos t

+ ¡ßatfain 2t - *ßaf cos 2t.
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In order to satisfy the periodicity condition we must have

2iX2af + Ad\df = 0, 2iX2rff + tyß*rfV = o,

402xcóf - 2iX2af = 0, + 2iX27f =0.

The equations of the second column are satisfied by taking

7^=7^=0.

Solving the other two we find

X2=±202, af - iaf = 0.

Equations (59) can also be satisfied by taking

X2 = af = af = rff = 0, yf = arbitrary,

but this would lead to the development of the solutions in which the characteris-

tic exponent is zero, and these solutions will be discussed later.

It was known at the outset that there were two values of X equal numerically

but of opposite sign. We will choose the one with the positive sign. The solu-

tion for the negative X can be derived from the solution for the positive X. The

condition df — idf = 0 still leaves us with an arbitrary constant. Since the

equations are linear this constant will enter the solution linearly and may there-

fore be taken equal to unity. The arbitrary constant is restored in (79) after

the solutions are completely developed. We will take then af = 1 which makes

a(20) = — i.    Consequently

(60) eb0 = cos t — i sin t , yjr0 = 0.

Integrating (58) with these values, we get

cb2 = Ißrff + af cos t + af sin t + ±ßff cos 2t - ±ßff sin 2t

(61; +3/32cos3T-3/32tsin3T,

f 2 = Ißaf + if> cos t + ff sin t + ißdf cos 2t - |/8rff sin 2t .

Coefficient of ps.

C+'M/3?? + [- 2\ + 402«> - iaf)] cos t

+ [2iX3+402 (af+iaf)] sin t+|ßff sin 2t-§ßff cos 2t,

(62) t;' + ^3= [faf/3-f ¿02/3-f I¿/33] + [_2iX272"+î^27(11)] cos t

+ [2íX27(,|)+|/827Í21>] sin r+ [-f afß+if-i0\ß+\\iß'] cos 2t

+ [¡-af ß+-\f0\ß-fsß3]sin 2t-|/32t<11»cos Sr~iß2yf sin 3t.
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From the periodicity conditions we must have

- 2a3 + 40\ ( af - iaf) = 0, %ß2if - 2iX27<21> = 0,

2iX3 + 402 (iaf + af) = 0, 2iX2if + f ß2if = 0.

The last two equations can be satisfied only if <ff = iff = 0. The first two can

be satisfied only if X3 = ( af — idf) = 0. The condition ( df — iaf) = 0 again

gives us an arbitrary constant. Then by (56) tbx = c(cos t — i sin t), but this

is the same as tb0 multiplied by cp. That is, the solution is repeating itself one

degree higher in p and this, of course, should be expected since the equations

are linear, so that any solution multiplied by any power of p must satisfy them.

We are at liberty then to choose the arbitrary c = 0, which is the same as

choosing df = af = 0.    Integrating (62) with these values, we find

cb3 = Zßff + af cos t + af sin t + ±ßif cos 2t - \ßif sin 2t,

(63) ^3 = [|afß - f i0\ ß - \\ißz] + if cos t + t<23) sin i

+ [iafß-iji0\ß—fsiß*] cos 2r+ [-iafß-yi-Pß+^ßS] sin 2r.

It can be shown by induction at this point that eb and X involve only even

powers of p, and that -xjr is an odd series in p. Furthermore ep contains only

odd multiples of t, and yfr only even multiples.    Consequently

7(2) = y» = a(3) = „£) = yS) = 7<3) = 0 f

and all

Coefficient of p*.

4>':+<Pl= [-2X4+a0\(af-idf)-160ix-lO02xß2] cos r+ [2iX4

(64) +10\ (idf+af) + 16i0\] sin t+ [60\ß2+iß2af+^ßi]eoa 3t

+ [-6í02/32+3/32a<22>-A!¿/S4]sin 3T-|i/34cos5T + flJ/34 sinör.

Therefore, from the periodicity condition, we must have

- 2\4 + 4(92 (af - iaf) - 16Ö4 - 1O02 ß2 = 0,

2iX4 + á0\( iaf + af ) + 16i0\ =0.

Solving these equations, we find

X4 = - 804 - 10\ß2, af - iaf = |ß2.

In this last equation we can choose af = |/32 and af = 0. This choice of

af and df will make the coefficient of sin t in cj>2 equal to zero, and since the same

thing occurs for each <p. it is evident that this method of choosing will simplify
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the solution by making the coefficient of sin t equal to zero for all powers of p.

We have then on integrating

cb4 = a4 cos t + [- \0\ff - ^/8*] cos 3t + i^ß2 + f^ß*] sin 3t

(65)
+ j%-gß4 cos 5t — j J^i/34 sin 5t,

^3 = i [-fflî/8-f j /33] +i [—V B\ß-fhß*] cos 2t+ [- V 0Î/3-J-/33] sin 2t,

<¿>2 = £/32 cos t - f ß2 cos 3t + fiyS2 sin St,

^, = - |iß - i iß cos 2t - |/3 sin 2t,

<£0 = cos t — í sin t,

X= 20>2 + (- 801 - $6\ß*)pf +-...

The coefficient a4 of cos t 1n tf>4 is determined by the periodicity condition

on eb6. That the process of determining the values of the X. and the constants of

integration arising at each step is general may be shown as follows. Let us

suppose that we have computed everything up to and including eb. with the

exception of the constants of integration in </>..    We have then

tb. = af cos t + af sin r + known terms.

The af and df enter yfrj+x as follows:

"r^'j+i + V^+i = 3/8 sin t ■ tb. + known terms,

= Ißdf — %ßaf cos 2t + Ißaf sin 2t + known terms.

Consequently in so far as it involves df and df

'fj+x = WéP + Iß0«? cos 2t - \ßdf sin 2t.

Similarly, in so far as tf>.+2 depends upon constants as yet undetermined

&•+*/«-«»^-«W; + K4^-|^)+l^cos 2t]*,+ 3/3 sin r^.+ ,

= [- 2X,.+2 + 4Ö2(<#> - ¿a<«) + ^.+2] cos t

(66)
+ [2*V2 + 4Ö2 ( ¿< + df) + BHi ] sin t

+ 3/32a«> cos 3t + Sß2df sin St,

where -<4.+2 and 7.+2 are the known terms in the coefficients of cos t and sin t

respectively.    From the periodicity condition we must have

- 2X,+2 + 402(af - idf) + AJ+2 = 0,
(67)

+ 2iX,+2 + 402 ( iaf + df) + Bi+i = 0.
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The solution of these equations is

X;+2=ÍK+2+¿5;+2)<

(68) A     -iB
«M _ idfi — _     *+*_SZl+1<*1 lu2     — OÛ2

As has already been pointed out we can choose af mm 0 and we have then

(69) ^>,-^-^,

In order to show that X and df are real it will be sufficient to show that

A is real and BJ+2 is a pure imaginary. This is readily shown by induction,

for up to^' = 4 inclusive we have

<f>. = V* mK cos kt + i ^fnK sin kt
K K

f. = i ¿TfK COS KT + £ gK sin kt ^
K K

where mK, nt, fK and gK are all real. From the form of the differential equa-

tions it follows at once that the same forms hold for j = 5, then j = 6, and so

on.    That is Aj+2 is real while 7+2 is a pure imaginary.

It is further to be noticed that A,+2 and B +2 do not contain any terms in ß

independent of 0\, and consequently the 0\ which appears in the denominator

of af will divide out. This is proved as follows. If 0\ be put equal to zero in

the differential equations then equations (52) become the equations of variation

of a circular orbit in the ordinary two-body problem, the plane of the circle

being inclined to the plane of reference by an angle whose sine is ßp = s.

The original differential equations (6) can then be written

mn    r«    (!-**)(*-O_'__        t?        »____!_ n
i'";   r- 7.3 (r* + qy-M'    i --(r*+ cfy-V'

where the constant c2 is given the form (1 — s2)(l — e2). For these equations

we have the solution

(71)

where

(l-e2)!7!- s2 sin2 (0 - Í1 )

~~J~+feos (0 - 0O)

_    (l-e2)icsin(0-il)

q - a~l + ecos(0-0u)    '

(0-0o) = (T-Tü) + 2esin(T-To) +

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 6
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Let us now form the equations of variation by putting

r = r0 + p, q = q0 + ex, e=e0+e,

where r0, q0 and e„ are the values in (71).    We find

BB       BB        BB
P' =

(72)
P" = -SfP+ Sq'T+-Be-^

„     BQ        BB        BO
a  =~BrP + -Bq'7+-Be~e'

Three solutions of these equations are given by *

_     dro _     df0 _      dff\

P = C,ÔQ' p-C*8Tf P~C3def

TO '-*&     '-•#•     '-4f-
6_Clôiî' e_C2ör0' €_°3¿V

If e„ +- 0 these three solutions are distinct, but the case in which we are interested

is when e0 = 0. In this case it is not difficult to see that the first two solutions

coincide.    Since the equations are linear, the system

r5^- drnT  ~~|

IM-BrfY

M\ rr r\dq° ^»1

e-C*\BSl      ötJ'

is also a solution, but as it vanishes for e0 = 0 it carries e0 as a factor. We

can divide out this factor and absorb it into the arbitrary c4. For e0 = 0 this

solution does not now vanish, and it is moreover distinct from the first solution.

Thus we have three distinct solutions even when e0 = 0, but since BQ/3e0 = 0,

and BB/Be0 carries e„ as a factor, equations (72) pass over to the equations of

variation of a circle when e0 = 0. For these equations we have three solutions

which are periodic with the period 27r. The fourth solution is not periodic but

involves a term of the form t times a periodic function.

Let us return now to the solution which we have developed, (65), and consider

only the terms which belong to the two-body problem, viz., the terms which are

*See Les Méthodes Nouvelles de la Mécanique Céleste, vol. I, p. 163.
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independent of 8\. This solution may be separated into two solutions, one of

which is real, the other a pure imaginary. The real solution is the third solu-

tion of (73), and the purely imaginary is the second solution. Since both of

these solutions are certainly periodic with the period 27T, it follows that no term

in ß alone can occur in the A.+2 and B.+2 of (66) for the presence of such

terms would give rise to non-periodic terms in the two-body problem. Hence

A.+2 and B.+2 carry 02 as a factor which may be divided out in equation (69).

Further X.+2, (68), carries 0\ as a factor and therefore X vanishes with the

oblateness of the spheroid.

The solution (65) may now be written

ûm = eu'[f' + itp],

(75)

where

0« = cos t + [f/32 cos t - f/32 cos 3t] p?

+ [a4 cos t + (- \0\ß2 - T\y34) cos 3t + T^/34 cos 5r>4 + . • .,

<p> = - sin t + [f/32 sin St] p2

(76) +  [(|02/32 + TVV£4) sin 3r - ^ß* sin 5r] p* + ...,

*0> = [- 1/3 sin 2t ] p + [(- V-ö? ß - j\ß3 ) sin 2t]p*+-..,

,p> = [- f/3- 1/8cos2t]/x

+ [(- mß-Uß3) + (- Wiß - f-6ß3)coa2T]p3 + ....
By putting

e*Ar = cos Xt + i sin Xt

we can write

p« = [ <p cos Xt - eb™ sin Xt ] + i [ <p cos Xt + cf>w sin Xt ],

(77)
<jU> = [i/r<n cos Xt — ip sin Xt] + i [ip>cos Xt + i/r<» sin Xt].

We have thus one solution of the differential equations. A second solution

can be derived from it by merely changing the sign of i.    Thus

pV> = [<£<» cos Xt - cp sin Xt] — i [cf>'2) cos Xt + <p» sin Xt],

(78)
<r® = [ -fM cos Xt - f™ sin Xt ] - i [ i}/® cos Xt + ip sin Xt ].

By adding and subtracting these two solutions we have finally

p = A[p^ + pW]+ B[pV-pw],

(79)
V a=A[cr'l> + cr^] + B[^-d2^],
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A and B being two arbitrary constants. As above developed there is a certain

arbitrariness in these solutions owing to the manner in which the constants of

integration were determined. They may be reduced to a normal form by multi-

plying each solution by the proper power series in p2 with constant coefficients.

By this process we cah make for t = 0,

pfn/0) + p'2»(0) = 1,        o-W(O) - o-<2)(0) = ßp.

Since [p(1) — p(2)] and [o-(1) + <r(2)] are sine series they vanish for t = 0.

The third and fourth solutions of the equations of variation, (51), are given by *

6 ër~f P*=D-Sa~'

C^, er4 = FÔ-^l
Btq * Ba

In forming the partial derivatives with respect to a in the fourth solution it

should be remembered that 0\ is an explicit function of a, by equations (4),

and that t is also a function of a implicitly through n. The third solution also

can be normalized by giving the arbitrary constant such a form that at t = 0

p3 = 0, a3 = Cßp.

The fourth solution is non-periodic and has the form

(81) p = 77[t^ + 4 tr = n[rd^+f4],

where ef>4 and i|r4 are periodic functions of t with the period 27r. As in the

previous solutions this may be normalized so that at t = 0

p4 = DB2p2, a4 = 0.

It is also easy to find ef>4 and i/r, by substituting (81) in the equations of varia-

tion and solving for these variables, which must be periodic.

Carrying out the above operations we find the following general solutions

p=J{cos(l-X)T+[-i/82cos(l-X)T+f/32cos(l+X)T-f/32cos(3-X)T]/Li2

+ [(-H + f^i/S2+M/S4)cos(l-X)T+(i«4-f|/8')cos(l + X)T

+ ( - |02/32 - Ä/84) cos (3 - X)t - Tf ?/34 cos (3 + X)t

+ T2V34cos(5-X)t]/x4+..-}

*See Les Méthodes Nouvelles de la Mécanique Céleste, vol. 1, p. 163.

Ps =

(80)
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+ 7{isin(l-X)T+[(-i/32-fÖ2)sin(l-X)T-^/32sin(l + X)T

-f\-/32sin(3-X)T]M2...}

+ c7{[-i/32sin2T]M2+[(I16^2-f/84)sin2T + Ti(ï/34sin4T]/i4+...}

+ D\ {[iß2 + \ß2eos2T]p2+[(l0\ß2-l1ßi)

+ (-f02/32 + !/S4)cos2T-5V/34cos4T]/*4...} +T{ [|/34sin 2t>4

+ [(f!02/34 + \\/36) sin 2t - ,&/36sin 4t>* + • • •} },

tr=A { [f/3 sin Xt - J/8 sin (2 - X)t] /* + [ f #2 /3 sin Xt

--y-02/3sin(2-X)T]/a3+.-.}

+ 7{[|/3cosXt+ £/3cos(2- X)t] p +[— \0\ß cos Xt

(83) + \0\ß coa (2-X)t]p*+ ■••}

+ c7{[/3cost]/,+ [0]/x3+...}

+ 7{{[i/SsinT]/,+ [(-|ö2/8+i/83)sinT]/,3+ •-.}

+ t{ [- f/33cos t>3 + [(- f|^/33 + f l/S^cos t>s + •••}}.

§ 13. Non-homogeneous linear differential equations with periodic coefficients.

If we have a set of homogeneous linear differential equations

dx        S(84) ä'-SW*'' (í = l, ••-,»),

where the #;. are periodic functions of ¿ with the period 27r, we know from the

writings of Floquet * that, if the roots of the fundamental equation are all dis-

tinct, the solution has the form

(85) x.^j^A.e^cb^t),
3 = 1

where the A. are arbitrary constants, the a. are constants known as the charac-

teristic exponents, and the eft., are periodic functions of t with the period 27r.

Such equations arise in dynamics whenever we study small variations from a

known periodic solution. If we confine our attention entirely to the first powers

of the variations the equations are linear and homogeneous, and are known as the

"equations of variation." They have been studied extensively by Poincaré in

Les Méthodes Nouvelles de la Mécanique Céleste.    If the second and higher

*Annales Scientifiques de l'Lcole Normale Supérieure, 2d series, vol. 12 (1883),

p. 47.
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powers of the variation are considered equations of the same type arise but they

are no longer homogeneous. It is necessary for our purpose to derive the

character of the solutions of such equations when the non-homogeneous terms

are periodic, even though the period be different from 27r. We will suppose

that the equations are the same as (84) with the addition of periodic terms.

Case I.

We will assume first that the period of the non-homogenous terms is 27r.

The equations are then

dx       "
(86) jti = T,¡0iJxJ + gi(t) (i=l,...,«),

where #..(£) and gft) are periodic with the period 2tt. The solutions of (86)

may be written
n

(87) x^^A.e^eb..^) +ir.(t) (i=l,...,»).
3=1

If in the differential equations we change t into t + 2tt the equations remain

unchanged, but the solutions become

(88) x, = ¿ A.e^^cp^t + 2tt) + +.(t + 2tt) .
3=1

Therefcre equations (88) are also solutions of (86), and consequently

d n

dtfi(t+ 2tt) = g 0^.(1 + 2-rr) + g^t);

also

Forming the difference of these equations we find

(89) ^t[^i(t + 2Tr)-^ri(t)]=J:0ij[^j(t + 2Tr)-y¡r.(t)]    « = 1, •■■,»).

These equations are the same as (84) and their solutions have the same form as

(85), that is

(90) fft + 2rr) - ft(t) = £ B^'cb^t).
3=1

The constants B. in this case are not arbitrary but depend upon the differential

equations. They may or may not be zero. Equations (90) may be interpreted

as showing that ^¿(i) is composed of two parts, a periodic part and a non-
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periodic part.    We may express it therefore in the form

(9i) *,(«)-««(o+é w'wo.
3=1

where to.(t) are periodic with the period 27r, and the f.(t) ave functions which

must be determined. Changing t into i + 2tt in equations (91) and forming

the difference ijri(t + 2ir) — tfr^t), we find

(92) fi(t + 2Tr)-iri(t) = ±B.e^ebi.(t)[e2^fi.(t + 2Tr) -f,(t)],
3=1

n

= S dij e°i' cby ( t )    from equations (90).
3=1

Comparing the coefficients in these equalities we see that

(93) e^f.(t+ 2-rr) -/„(«) = 1,

from which we can determine the character of the functions f.(t).

For this purpose let us define a new function Xr(t) such that

(94) XiJ(t) = e^(t) + r-
e2%"

Then by virtue of the relations (93) the X..(t) are periodic with the period 27r,

for we have

\j(t + 2-rr) = eV-é^f^t + 2tt) + ^g,

Oa3l   .  0-O.jTT

= e*[fij(t) + l]+f—^,

-MO-
On solving (94) we find

(95) /«(O-'^VOt-ü^i,

where the X.. are periodic with the period 27r.    This expression for theyj.(i)

substituted in (91) gives
n n ~L>

(96) fft) = coft) + £ B.eb.X,. + Ee^±1^^(0-
3=1 3=1 c *•

The terms included under the last summation sign are merely terms of the com-

plementary function.    All the other terms are periodic with the period 27r.
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This form for the y-^t) fails however if for any^'

e2^" = 1,

that is, if

[January

a. = 0    mod ]/— 1.

In this event equations (93) for such values of j become

(97) /„(« + 2TT)-f.(t) = l.

We will define the corresponding value of X;. by the relation

(98) \<«)-/,(*)-¿-

By virtue of (97) Xt>. is periodic with the period 27r, for

XiJ(t+2Tr)=fij(t + 2TT)-t+^,

-V*)-
Solving (98) fovf.(t), we obtain

(99) /#(«)-M«) + ¿-

Substituting this expression in (91), we find

(100) t'A*) = periodic terms + ñ~ £ 7. e^'cb^ (t),
""    3

the summation in the last term to be extended over all j such that a. = 0

mod V — Í •
We have then the general expression for the solution

" t
(101) xt = *£.Ajt&4>ti(t) + periodic terms + g- ^^^(i),

j=i j.

where the summation in the last term is to be extended over all j such that

a. = 0 mod V — 1-

This result may be stated thus :

Theorem I. If the 0fJ(t) and g{(t) are periodic with the period 2tt and

if the characteristic exponents a are distinct and none of them congruent to

zero mod V— 1, then the particular solution is periodic with the period 2tt.

If the a. are distinct but some of them congruent to zero mod V— 1, then the

particular solution m,ay involve terms of the form t times the corresponding

complementary function.
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Case II.

We will suppose that the g¡(t) are periodic and that the period is different

from 2tt.    We will suppose further that g ft) are expressible in the form

(102) glt)= £ [a{. cos (j+ßy + b,. sin (j+ß)t] = e^ß'ff(t)+e-^ß>ff(t),
j

where ff(t) andff(t) are periodic with the period 27r and ß is any real

number not an integer.    The differential equations may then be written

(103) ^-1^ + e^ß'ff(t) + e~^ß'ff(t)-

Since the equations are linear we can consider the particular solutions depend-

ing upon e"1^lßt and e~J~ißt separately. The complete solution will be the sum

of the two.    Let us consider first

(104) lti = T.i0,xJ + e^ß'ff(t).

If we make the substitution

a;. = e'J~'ßlyi

equations (104) become after dividing out the exponential

(105) d¡¡ + V^ly, = ± 0,yj +ff(t).

Since 0.. and7i')are periodic with the period 27T the discussion of the character

of the yi reduces to Case I. The characteristic exponents of equations (105)

are (a. — V'.— Iß), where the a, are the characteristic exponents for the homo-

geneous equations (84). Applying Theorem I we conclude that the y. are peri-

odic with the period 27T provided

a. =\sV — Iß    modv/ —Í (j = l, ■••,»)•

If, however, for any value of j

a} m i/- 1/3    mod V - 1

then, in general, non-periodic terms will arise just as in Case 1.

The discussion for the second part of the differential equations

ix.

at
dx n

(106) 5'-£«*«> + «"     'WO
3 = 1

shows similarly that the particular integral is periodic if

a. ep—V-lß (j=\, ■■;•).
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In equations arising in dynamics the characteristic exponents a. enter in pairs,

equal but of opposite sign.    Consequently for such equations this last condition

a.^-V — lß    modl/-l u = l, •■■,»),

does not differ from

a.^+V~^lß    modj/^l (j = l,---,n).

We have then the following

Theorem II.    If the 6.. are periodic with the period 2tt, and if the g((t)

have the form

9i(t) = E iaa cos (* + ß)* + hik sin (* +ß)t],
k

and if the characteristic exponents a. are distinct and none of them congruent to

±xf — 1/3 mod \/ — 1, then the particular solution has the form

xt= £ [cimcos(m + ß)t +djmain(m + ß)t].

If any of the a. are congruent to ± V — Iß mod V — 1, then the particular

solution will, in general, contain, in addition to periodic terms, terms of the

form t times the corresponding complementary function.

Let us suppose that one of the a. is congruent to V — Iß modi/ —1.

Then, in general, the solution will contain non-periodic terms. If now the g{(t)

contain also terms of the form ^ (p + qß)t, where p and q are integers, these

terms will not, in general, give rise to non-periodic terms in the solution, for the

a. will not, in general, be congruent to V — lqß. Indeed, if ß is not rational,

for no integral value of q except unity will V — Iqß = a... But if ß (and

therefore a. also) is rational, then certain values of q do exist for which

a. = V'— 1 qß.    Let us set

a = \V-\, ß=TT,
J J

where i and j are integers relatively prime, and similarly for 7 and J. By

hypothesis

i      I

then

T = 0    mod 1 :
J      J

i 1
- — 07ÉO    mod 1
J J

unless   q = 1 + IJ (I  an  integer).      In   this   event   a   term   of   the   form
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SS (P + qß)t can also be written ^ (r + ß)t (r an integer) which involves only

the first multiple of /3, and the solution in general involves non-periodic terms.

Case III.

When two of the characteristic exponents of the homogeneous set are equal

the preceding arguments are not applicable. Let us suppose that the homo-

geneous equations are

dx        "
(107) d¿=Z>e«X' H=h-;n),

UU j=x

but that an_x = at .    The solution then has in general the form

», = EC7.e^ep.ft) +[A + Bt]e«»'cbin(t) + Be°«<cbKn_x)(t).
3=1

Suppose now the given equations are

dx.

dt
^H^Xj + g^t),

3=1

where the 0.. are the same as in (107) and the gi are periodic functions of t

with the period 27r.    Let the particular solutions which depend on the g¡(t) he

Just as in Case I we find

(108) jt [>,(*+ 2*-) - fi(0] = g'« [*,(' +2?r) - t* (')].

and consequently

(109) f,(t + 2tt) - f¿t) = T,C^'cb.. (t)+ [A'+B't]e-'ebin(t) + B'e^'cbi(n_x)(t).
3=1

The terms included under the summation sign are obviously the same as those

treated in Case I.    Neglecting these we may write

(110) *,(«)- «"<bin(t)fin(t) + er-> ■ cbiU_x)(t)fi{n_x)(t) + periodic terms,

where fin ( t ) and f{n_x)(t) are functions whose forms are to be determined.

Let us form the difference ^¡(t + 2tt) — ^»(O l'y means °f (HO) and compare

the result with (109).    From (110) we get

(111) fi{t + 27r) " fi{t) = ^'f"{t + 2W) "AC)] **+*(*)

+ l^fiu-iÁ*) -/fc-ü(0] <^K-xÂ*)-
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Comparing this with (109) we see that we must have

«*-/«.(< + **) -/j«) -¿'+ #«.
(112)

Let us now define two new functions

r      A' 2-TrFe2^"   1     ,        Fte>'

K ( 0 = «""'A (t)+\ 1_>., + ri_e2^y2    «^ + !_«»...,(113) L v y J

\t»-i)(0 = «*!/îb-i)(0 + r_5l-„. •

By virtue of the relations (112), Xin(i) and Xj(fi_1)(i) are periodic with the period

27T, and consequently

_a ( ["      A' 2-TrB'e2^'   "I B't

(114) L V ; J

./i(»-l)(0 = e    ""  \(n-l) + e2a„ü~ll J '

where X.n(i) and X.(n_,}(i) are periodic with the period 27r.    Substituting these

expressions in (HO), we find

\_r_   AL 2-n-B'e1^ Ff^    T
™ ' ) - [ ( ̂ -- _ 1 ) - ( e^-^-TT2 + (¿— -I ) J e°" *'• (' )

(115) ^
+ (-555—T)-*"**-0^^ + Periodic terms-

Comparing these terms with (109) we see that they are merely terms of the

complementary function and that therefore

xi = complementary function + periodic terms.

These results hold provided an ^ 0 mod V — 1.    In the event an = 0 mod V — 1

equations-(112) become

(116) fin(t + 2-rr) -fin(t) = A'+ Ft,        /«_„<« + 2-rr) -ff,_x)(t) = B.

It is necessary to give new definitions to the X functions.     We will let

(117) X,,(i) =fn(t) -f^t2- - ~¿^t, Xi(n_x)(t) =fin_x)(t) - ~t,

which give

(118) fn(t) = Xin(t) + ^t2 + A ^f^t,        fi(n_x)(t) = Xi(a_x)(t) + ~t.
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It is readily verified that Xin(t) and Xm_ri(t) are periodic by virtue of (116).

Substituting these expressions in (HO), we find

(119)  +.(t)=e*«> j [i7r? + —^ "tj </.,„ (t) + m-%„_„( t) j + periodic terms.

If we let

we get

-G,        2tt-D'

y¡r.(t) = e^{[Ct + iDt2] cbin(t) + Dtcbi(n_x)(t)} + periodic terms.

This expression is not quite the same as t times the corresponding complementary

function for in one term we have the coefficient \D instead of D. The theorem

for this case then is

Theorem III. IfQ^ and gft) are periodic with the period 2tt, and if two

of the a. are equal but not congruent to zero mod xf— 1, then the particular

solution consists of terms periodic with the period 2-rr plus a constant times

the corresponding complementary function. But if two of the a. are equal and

congruent to zero so that the corresponding part of the complementary function

has the form

e^{(A + Bt)epin(t)+B<bi(ii_x)(t)},

then the particular solution consists of a periodic function plus a term of the

form

e^{(Ct + lDt2)ebin(t)+Dt<bi(n_x)(t)}.

§ 14.   Special theorems for the equations of variation.

The foregoing theorems presuppose merely the conditions that the coefficients

are periodic with the period 27r. Further facts with regard to the solutions may

be established when further facts are specified with regard to the coefficients of

the differential equations.    Our equations of variation (51) may be written

am %->„    !•*.*+*.*,.    £«..    £-».,,+*-,

where the notation with respect to the 0's has the following significance : even

subscripts denote functions even in t, and odd subscripts denote functions odd

in t ; one dash indicates that only odd multiples of t are involved, and two

dashes indicate that only even multiples of t are involved. The solutions,

equations (82) and (83), may be characterized in the same manner, and are
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Pl = Aa2(T) + Ba^(T) + Ca3(T) + D[a4(T) + t\(t)],

ft =  A$\(t) +  Bß2(T)   +Cß4(T)  +  D[ß3(T)   +  Tß4(T)],

<r,= A\(r) + Byf t) + Cj4(t) + 7[y3(t) + tj4(t)],

,2=4(t)+M,(t) +C83(t)  +7[84(t)  +  tS3(t)],

where the notation is the same as for the 0's with the exception that in the

first two solutions every integral multiple of t is increased by ± Xt, e. g.,

cos (3 + X ) t . On these terms the dashes refer only to the integral part of the

coefficients of t.

Suppose now we have the following non-homogeneous equations :

dp, dp.,     — -„
dT=P^ ¿+=^1   +  ^1  +  <?(-),

(122)
dax da2

= er. ll-2=SiPx + 04crx+f(T),or 2' d

where g (t) and/(T) are periodic with the period 27r. Since the characteristic

exponents are V — 1X, — \f — IX, 0, 0, by Theorem III the solution has the

form

Pi =(Pi) + %i = (Pi) + C0ÁT) + «T«3 + &[It2«3 + t5"4]>

Pi = (P*) + %2= (P2) + •«(») + ^h + b[ir2ß4 + Tß3],

(123)
°"i = (°"i).+ 9i- K) + »s(t) + «T74+ ö[|t274+ t73],

°2 = K) + n2 = K) + ®4(t) + aTo3 + b[ir% +   T0f],

where (pf), (erf) indicate the complementary function and |¿ and ni are the par-

ticular integrals, of which the eo. are the periodic parts. The a and 6 are con-

stants which depend upon the differential equations. Since the £. and r¡. satisfy

the differential equations we have

^i(r) = f,(T), j-fc(T) = 0.M?) + *,*,(*) + g(T),

(124) d d
drVx(T) =  V2(T), d-V2(T) =  0Jx(T)   +  -0iVx(T)  +/(T).

Changing t into — t in these equations, we get

¿f,(-T) —Li-T), ¿|2(-T)=-92^(-T) + 0,l/,(-T)-6r(-T),

(125)
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If now we make the additional hypothesis that g ( r ) is an even function of t

and f(r) is an odd function, equations (124) and (125) may be combined into

the following set

¿[ll(^)-f,(-T)]-[f2(T) + ?2(-T)3,

(126)

^[e,(T)+f1(-T)]-y,[{l(T)-el(-T)]+y,[,I(T)+,1(-T)],

¿rivl(T) + v1(-T)-\=[Vt(T)-nt(-T)],

§Tlv2(r)-V2(-T)] = 0s[!;x(T)-!;x(-T)] + 04[Vx(T)+Vx(-Ty].

These equations are the same as (120).    Therefore

^)- ^-^) = ^M^) + ^M^) + Oa3(T) + B[a4(T) +Ta3(T)],

C2(T) + C2(-T) = Aßx(T) + Bß-2(T) + Cß4(T) + D[ß3(T)+Tß4(T)],

Vl(r) + Vx(-T)=Ayl(T) + By2(T) + C7i(T) + D[-y3(T)+Ty4(T)],

V2(t)-V2(-t) = A\(t) +BÏx(t) + CS3(t) + D[84(t) + t83(t)].

Putting t = 0 in these equations we get from the first and the fourth

(128) 0 = ^a2(0) + 7a4(0),        0 = A82(0) + DS4(0).

Either A = D= 0, or the determinant a2(0)B4(0) — B2(0)a4(0) = 0. But

it is readily verified that the determinant is not zero. Therefore ^4 = 7 = 0.

If we suppose that £2(0) = 77,(0)= 0 (we shall be interested only in such

cases), it follows from the second and third equations of (127) that

0 = Bß2(0) +Cß4(0),        0 = 7?2(0) +C74(0),

and hence B =C = 0.    Consequently

ft(T)-*i(-T) = 0' ,(*) + &(-*)-*,
(129)

Vi(r) + Vx(-T) = 0, v2(t) - v2(- t) = 0 .

We have then

Theorem IV. If g(T) is an evenfunction of t and./*(T) *s an °dd func-

tion of t , and if ^2(0) = i/,(0) = 0, then £x(t) and v2(t) are even functions

ofT, and |2(t) and V1(T) are odd functions o/t.
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In the same way it can be shown that if 17(t) is odd and 7(T) la even, and if

|, ( 0 ) = r¡2 ( 0 ) = 0, then £, and v2 are odd and £2 and 7?, are even.

Let us suppose now that g(t) is periodic and contains only even multiples of

t, and that f(T) is periodic and contains only odd multiples of t. The general

form of the solution will be the same as (123). £,, |f2, nx, and r¡2 satisfy the

differential equations

¿£,(•0 = ?,(*)> ^Ut) = ^it7") + ^(r) + g(j),

(130)

fovM = %(t),     ~v2(t) = n3ijx(T) + tjiVx(T) +/(t).

Let us denote %.(t + tt) by £¿(t) and 77.(t + tt) by ti'.(t).    Then by chang-

ing t into t + 7T in (130) we have

3^í(t)-8(t).     ^?;(t)-^i;(t)-^;(t) + j(t),

(131)   d d
¿rV¡(T) = v'2(r), d-TV'2(r) = -0.J'l(T) + 04V[(T)-f(T).

From (130) and (131) it follows that

(182)   <2 á

„v [*, + ni]=fo + <l.    ¿T [?, + ii] = *s[£i - K] + ^[7,4 9;]•

The solutions of these equations, which have the form of (120), are

f, -  K   =  ^S(T) +   7«,(T)  -1- C«,(t)  +   7 [a4(T)   + T«3(T)],

fc - f, - ¿$(t) + 7/32(t) + Cß4(r) + B[53(t) + t$(t)],
(133) _

7;1 + 7?,'=^7,(t)+ 772(t)+ Cj4(t) + 7[73(t) + t74(t)],

7/2+   7,;  =  ^I2(T)  +.7Ï,(T)  +   C03(T)   +   7[S4(T)   +  Tê3(T)].

Forming these expressions directly from (123), we get

& — fí — «"X7") — "X7" +7r) — [a7r +1^77"2] «1(T) — 67r[7"«3(T) + «X7")]'

& - fí - *,(T) -  <*>,(* + TT) -  [«TT +  ¿6tT2]/34(t) -  6tt[t34(t)  + #,(+)] ,

(134)
77, + 7?; = &)3(t) + û)3(t + 7t) — [a?r + |6?t2] j4(t) — b-rr^yfr) + 73(t)] ,

V2 + v'i = eo4(r) + lufj + tt)— [air + J6tt2]83(t) — 6tt[tS3(t) + 84(t)].
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Comparing (133) and (134) we see that

A = B=0, C = - [a-rr + ibtr2],        D=-bir,

cox(r) — ûj,(t + tt) = 0, co3(t) + ío3(t + tt) = 0,

^("O — W2(T + rr) = 0, eo4(T) + cû4(t + tt) = 0.

Therefore cox(t) and cù2(t) contain only even multiples of t while co3(t) and

û>4(t) contain only odd multiples, and by carrying this result into (123) we find

f, = S,(t) + aTâs(T) + 6 [At2 a3(T) + tü4(t)],

nftR, f2 = S2(T) + aT^4(T)+6[iT2/34(T)+T^(T)],
(135)

'?i=û'3(7-) + «7"74(7-)+ b[ifty4(T) + t73(t)],

v2 = co4(t) + stI8(t) + b [Jt*3,(t) + tÏ4(t)] ,

and hence we have

Theorem V. If g(r) contains only even multiples of'r andf(T) contains

only odd multiples, then i;x and i;2 contain only even multiples of t and vx and

t}2 contain only odd multiples.

If in addition to the above hypotheses we suppose that g (t) is an even func-

tion of t and f( t ) is an odd function, then f, and t?2 are even functions of t

and £2 and nx are odd functions. Therefore 6=0. But if g ( t ) is an odd func-

tion and f(T) is an even function, then f, and t?2 are odd functions and £2 and

t;, are even functions, so that in this event a = 0.

In the same manner as above we prove

Theorem VI. Ifg(T) contains only odd multiples of t andf(T) contains

only even multiples, then %x and %2 contain only odd multiples of t and 77, and

V2 contain only even multiples. Furthermore £,, £2, 77, and t]2 are periodic

with the period 2tc .

If (/(t) is of the form Ei'ty eos(j ± X)t and f(T) has the form

Yi ■ n. sin ( j ± X) t then, since ± V— 1 X are the characteristic exponents of the

homogeneous equations, the form of the solution is, by Theorem II,

£, = £>« cos (¿±X)t+ ]>>f sin(¿±X)T+ a^Ta,(T) + a(2,Tâ2(T),
k *

?2 = Zïfcos (í-±X)t + ^o«sin (k± X)t + ^rßt(r)+aF>rßx(r),
k k

(136) _ ^
v 77, = £><«cos(Ä:±X)t + Jf^rf sin {k±X)T + d» TÏ 2(t) + d2<Tyx(T),

k k

V-2 = Z*/')cos (k ± X)t + X>f sin (k + X)t + a«T^,(T) + a^T02(T);
*       " i

but since g(r) is an even function and 7(T) 's an °d<l function, £, and r¡2 are

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 7
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even functions and £2 and 77, are odd functions. Therefore all the coefficients in

(136) which have the upper index (2) are zero. But if g(r) were an odd func-

tion of t andf(r) an even function then all the coefficients in (136) which have

the upper index (1) would be sero.    Therefore

Theorem VII. If g(t) is of the form ]Tj. to. cos (j ± X)t and f(r) has

the form X),w, sm (j ^ X)t, where ± V— 1 X are the characteristic exponents

of the homogeneous equations, then the particular solution has the form

ir, = £^acos(a±X)T+ AtcIx(t),
a

£2 = ZP4 sîn (0 ± X)t + Arß^r),
b

77, = £>„sin(c ±X)t + At12(t),
C

V2= Hfrf COS (d±X)T + ^tI,(t).
a

Also,

Theorem VIII. If g ( t ) has the form £\ to . sin ( j ± X ) t and f( t ) has

the form ^.n. cos (j ± X)t, where ± V— IX are the characteristic exponents

of the homogeneous equations, then the particular solution has the form

%i = Hrasin(a±X)T+ 7t«2(t), £2 = T>4 cos (6 ± X)t + 7t/3,(t),
a b

77, = ^r-ccos(c± X)t + 7t7,(t), t72 = ^ rd sin (d ± X)t + 7tS2(t).
g d

It is understood that in the above two theorems a, 6, c, d, and j are integers.

§15. Integration of the complete differential equations (50).

It will be convenient hereafter to use the following notation for the solutions

of the equations of variation :

p = Aa2(T) + Bax(r) + Ca3(T) + 7[«4(t) + ra3(T)],

(137)
cr= A1x(t) + B1%(t) + C%(t) + 7[73(t) + t74(t)].

The a.(t) and 7-(t) are characterized thus:

a2(t) involves only terms of the form cos [(2ti+1)±X]t,

7,(t) " " " " " " sin [2n±X] t,

cí,(t) " " " " " " sin [(2?i + 1)± X] t,

7.,(t) " « " " " " cos[2?i±X]t,

a3(T) " " " " " " sin [2n] t,

74(t) " " " " " " cos[2w+1]t,

«4(t) " " " " " '• cos[2íi]t,

73(t) " " " " " " síii[2w + 1]t.
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It will be convenient also to write the differential equations for p and a as

p" + 02p + 03a = 0me + 0IQXep + 02mp2 + 6mpa + 0O2Otr2 + ■ . -,

(138)
a" + 04a+ 03p   = 0mP2 + 0mPa + 0{ma2 + ■■-,

where all the 0's are periodic with the period 2tt, and 02 and 04 contain only

cosines of even multiples of t, and 03 contains only sines of odd multiples of t.

On the right side of the first equation the coefficients of terms carrying odd

powers of cr contain only sines of odd multiples of t. All the other coefficients

contain only cosines of even multiples. In the second equation odd powers of

a have coefficients involving only cosines of even multiples. All other coeffi-

cients contain only sines of odd multiples.

The initial conditions are

p = a, cr=0, p' = 0, cr'=8.

We will integrate equations (138) as power series in a, S and e, t entering into

the coefficients. From Poincaré's extension of Cauchy's theorem we know that

these series are convergent for any arbitrarily chosen interval for t , 0 = t = 7,

provided | a |, | S | and | e | are sufficiently small. The equations of variation

involve the period 2-it/X. The solutions are not periodic unless X is rational.

Hence 0\ uust be chosen in advance so that X is rational. We will suppose

then that X = Jj F, where J and 7f are integers, relatively prime. Then three

solutions of the equations of variation are periodic with the period 2Ftt.

Since p and cr ave expansible in powers of a, S and e, we may write

P = Pioo« + Pom8 + Pooie + />2oo«2 + Pno«8 + Po2o82 + />io,«e + PoJe + rW2 + ' ' "i

°" = °"l00« + a0WB + °00ie + °"200«2 + °"ll0«8 + °"020^2 + °"lül«e + Vl/* + «V" + ' ' '•

Substituting these expressions in the differential equations (138) and equating

the coefficients of similar powers, we have :

Coefficient of a.

¿ou + d2Pm + é'30"ioo= °'

°"ioo + öi°"iüo + <?s/Jioo = 0-

The solution of these equations is

Pioo=A(X2(T) + Bax(T)+ Ca3(T) + B[a4(T) + Ta3(T)],

^ioo = A%(t) + S72(t) + C74(t) + B [73(t) + t74(t)].

In order to satisfy the initial conditions we must have, at t = 0,

Pm = 1 > °"iüo = °' P'im = 0 ' °"ioo = 0 •
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From these conditions we find

^a2(0)+7«4(0)=l,

Ba[(0)+ Ca'3(0)=0,

(139)
7v2(0)+ CV4(0) = 0,

^7;(0) + 7[7¡(0)+74(0)] = 0.

The solution of these conditional equations is

B = 0 A=^°) + ^°>=A*

(I40) ,(Q,
C=0,        B=-^ = AZ,

A = a2(0)[7;(0) + 74(0)]-a4(0)7;(0).

Hence the solution is

Pm= -¿i'oW7-) + ^i2oo[«4(T) + ^(t)],

",oo - ^.'oWit7") + ¿% [7,(T) + ™4(t)].

Coefficient of 8.
Paw + 62P010 + #s°"oio = 0,

(I42)
°"oio ■+ ̂ °"oio + esPm = 0-

These equations are the same as for the coefficient of a.    From the initial con-

ditions we must have at t = 0

/>o,o = 0> °"oio = 0' /,óio = 0' °"óio = l-

The solutions are

Pm - ^o'iW7-) + ¿8?. [«4(0 + iVt)],
(143)

<?m = ¿?U(*) + A% [73(t) + t74(t)],
where

Coefficient of e.

(144)

010 ^    ' -^010 ^

Pool +   02Pwi  +  ö3°"o01 = ö001'

°"öoi + ö4°"ooi + d3Pm = °-

The right member, f?00,, is a periodic function of t with the period 2tt.    Further-

more it involves only cosines of even multiples of t.    Hence by Theorem V the
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solution has the form

„«X     P0Ol = ^«2(7-) + 5«,(7-)+C«3(7-) + ^K(7-) + 7-«3(7-)]+«5(7-) + O!7-«3(7-)'

(145)
ffooi=^7i(7-) + 572(T)+C74(T) + 7[73(T) + T74(T)]+75(T) + aT74(T),

where a is a constant depending on 0    , «5(t) is a cosine series involving only

even multiples of r, and 75(t) involves only sines of odd multiples of t.

From the initial conditions we must have at t = 0

Am = 0>        °"ooi=0'        p001 = 0,        o-00i = 0.

Determining the constants of integration so as to satisfy these conditions we

have the solution

•Pooi = ^o'oW7") + A?oi íaÁT) + ™3(t)] + a6(T),

(146)
"oo! = ^.7i(t) + Afn [73(t) + t74(t)] + 76(t),

where

-4o!o\=¿[«A-«e(/33 + /3;)],

«6(T) = «5(T) - ««A7")' 7,(t) = %(r) - ay3(T).

It will be seen later that the value of «6(t) for t = 0 plays an important rôle,

so that it is necessary for us to verify that it does not vanish. By hypothesis

<x5(t) is the periodic part of the particular solution for p in the differential equa-

tions (144).    Let us put in these equations

rV = <P + «7"«3(7")> °"ooi = 'r;+ «^(t),

where eb and y]r are the periodic parts of the particular solution.    We find

cb"+02tb + 03+=- 2aa'3(T) + 1 + [(- 302 + f/32) - f^eos 2t]p2 +■■■,

f"+04ir+03eb = -2aß3(T);

or,

cp" + 02eb + 03y¡r = l + [(- o02x + iß2) - 2(a0 + f )ß2COS 2t] p2,

f" + Orf + eA = - 2a0/3 sin T/t + • • •,

where we have substituted

a= a0+ a2p2 + ■■-.
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The functions eb and x|r can be expanded as series of the form

0 = 00 + 02^ + ■ .-, yjr = fxp + f3ps + ....

Then we get

00' + 0o = 1 > so that 0o = 1 + co cos T>

^¡' + x/r, = (3 - 2o0)/8 sin t + f/3c0 sin 2t.

Since x/r, is periodic we must have a0 = f, and then

x/r, = c, sin t — %ßc0 sin 2t,

<f>2' + cb2 = — |c0 /32 cos t + other terms.

Since <p2 is periodic we must have c0 = 0.    Therefore

eb = a5(T) = 1 + p2Fx(p2), a = f + p2P2(p2),

a4(T) = 0 + [f/32+l/S2cos2T>2+ •••.

Consequently

(149) «,(0) = «,(0) - aa4(0) = 1 + p2F3(p2),

an expression which does not vanish identically.

Coefficient of a2.

P20O +   "2P20O "T"   "s°'200 =  -"200'

(150)
°"200 +  ö4°"200 +   e3P2W =   ^200-

The right members of these equations have the following expressions :

Ä200=^,0):[ö200«l  +   Ö,.0«2 7l  +  Ö02072]

+  AZ AToO [ ^200 «2 ( ™3 +   «4 ) +  0,10 { «2 ( *74 + 73 )  + 7l ( T«3 + «4 ) }

+ 2^o2o7i(t74 + 73)]

+ ¿xtle*»(Tas + «4)2 + 0..o(Tas + «4)(T74 + 73) + 0o2o(t74 + 73)2]

^200 -  ^ioo[5200«2  +   5110«2 7!  +  ^moTÎ]

+ ^M2o)o[252oo«2(T«3+ «4) + Ko { «2(^4 + 73) + 71(t«i + a4)}

+ 2^o2o7,(T74 + 73)]

+ ¿?¿ÍlS»o(TaS + «4)2 + *„0 (™3 + «4)(T74 + 73) + ^o(T74 + 73)2]-

The initial conditions are

P200 — ° >       ""200 = 0 '       P200 = ° '       "200 = 0 •
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Since equations (150) are linear, and their left members have the same form as

(51), the solutions will have the form

Pm =   Aa2 +   Bai   +   CaS  +  D [T«3  +   «4]

+ ¿\ÍMt) + AZAZ<P2Ít) + ¿SSfoO),
(151)

^2oo = Ayx + Bry2+Cy4+B[ Ty4 + 7J

+ Afl+x(T) + Af0Af0+2(T) + Afl+3(T).

Imposing the initial conditions we find

B= (7=0,

t;(O)«4(O)-0i(O)[74(O) + 73(O)]
-"■ — ^ -^100

, t;(O)«4(O)-0a(O)[74(O) + 7;(O)] A(1) Am
' ¿± -aioo     100

. ^(O)«4(O)-0a(O)[74(O)+7,;(O)]/|m2
"f" ^ ^100'

ebx(0)y[(0)-fl(0)a2(0)      2     02(O)7;(O)-^(O)«2(O)/(m ,m
1J ^ 100  ' ^ 100    100

, 03(O)7;(O)-^(O)«2(O) Átf

P200 = ^lo^ii7-) + A?ooATooX2^) + Axt>xAT)i

Substituting these values in (151) we have

(152)
-200 = ¿î&f.O) + AfmA%y2(T) + A%y3(T),

where

,i(T) = Ur) + ^(0)^(0)-0i(O)[7¡(O)-r7;(O)]aa(T)

+-^-K(T) + T«3(T)]>

vtr\    xi-rr-i 1 ^(Q)^o)-01(°n74(O) + 7.;(O)]„rT,2/i(T) = Ti(T) H-^-7i(t)

, 0,(0)71(0)-t;(0)«2(0) ,    ,x   ,  Trv ,.-,-i-£- L73(T) + T74(.T)J'

and similar expressions for x2, y2 and x3, y3, which we shall find later [equation

(172)] do not interest us. The characters of xx and yx are known with the

exception of <£, and x|c, which we will now investigate.    The functions </>, and x|r,
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are those portions of the solution of the differential equations (150) which depend

upon the coefficients of Af0 . These coefficients are homogeneous of the second

degree in «2(t) and 7l(t).    In F.m and S2m the expressions

02m, 0m and 0m contain only cosines of even multiples of t;

@m, 0m and r7020 contain only sines of odd multiples of t;

a2(t) has the form «2 = 2Zat¡ cos [(2k + 1) ±X]t;
k

7, ( t ) has the form 7, = ^ bh sin [ 2k ± X ] t .
k

Consequently, so far as the coefficients of Afoü are concerned, 7200 and S2m have

the form

^2„o = 1 E af cos Ut + £ af cos [ 2k ± 2X ] t } ¿& + •. •,
k k

Sïw = {E^sin (2k + 1)t + X6<2>sin [(2* + 1) ± 2X] t} ^ + ....
k k

By Theorem II terms involving 2X give rise only to periodic terms in the solu-

tion whose period is 2Ftt . By Theorem V those parts of pm and erm depend-

ing upon the terms in 7200 and Sm which are independent of X have the form

p = px(T) + CTa3(T), tr = p2(T) + ct74(t)

respectively, where px and ^>2 are periodic with the period 27r. Consequently the

characters of x, ( t ) and yx ( t ) are

(153) a!l(T) = (?,(T) + c,Ta3(T), 2/1(t)=í'2(t) + C,t74(t),

where ^,(t) and f2(r) are periodic with the period 2Ftt.

Coefficient of a8.

(154) Pno + ^Pno + ^""no = ^iio' °"ïio + ö4°"no + 0sPm = ^110'

where

Sm = ZAf00Af0 [02ma\ + 0naa2yx + 0my\]

+  iAZA<ol + AfloAZ'] PV2K+«4) + Öllo{7l(7-«3 + «4) + «2(7"74 + 73)}

+ 2^7i(7-74+73)]

+ 2A% AZ [0m (Ta3 + a4)2 + 0XXO (to, + a4 )(t7< + 73 ) + 0m (^ + 73 )2],

<?„„ = *A%AoU02oo< + 0.io«27i + ^„2„7f]

+ [^MU + ^MVo] [2^20„«2(Ta3+a4) + 9110{71(^+a4) + «2(T74+73)}

+ 2^o2o71(t74+73)]

+ 2^M?0[**.CTas + «4)2 + ho(™3 + «iX7^ + 73) + ö020(7"74+ 73)2]-
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The functions 7,I0 and Sxxo differ from 7200 and S2m only in the constants AijU.

The initial conditions impose the same conditional equations. Consequently the

solutions differ only in the constants ^4,-7i, so that we can express them at once

without computation :

(155)
Pno = 2A[10\Ai\\xx(T) + [A™ A™ + A[IA^0]x2(t) + 2A\IAZx3(t),

-■io=2^Mu.y, tt + iAïo\AZ + ¿ft'.^.V.jîfrCO + ^MM7").

where the xl(t) and 2/,(t) are the same functions of t as before.

Coefficient of 82.

By symmetry with the coefficient of a2 it is seen that

(156)
Po20 = ¿$xfa(T) + ^Ml^7") + Aiotx3(T),

Coefficient of ê.
Since the coefficients of the first powers of a and 8 were homogeneous in the

AVh of the first degree, the coefficients of a2, a8 and 82 are homogeneous in the

AVk of the second degree. The coefficient of the first power of e is not homo-

geneous in the AVk, hence the second power is not homogeneous. But if the

functions <*6(t) and 76(t) were zero the coefficient of the first power of e would

be homogeneous. By symmetry therefore, we can at once write down the terms

involving the At.k to the second degree. To these must be added terms in the

first degree and one term independent of the A..k.

The differential equations are

Po02  "t"  "2P002 +   ^3<7002 =  -"'002'

°"o02 +  ^4°"o02 +   "3Po02 =   "o02 '

-""002 ==  ^20oft)01   T"   "no/Wool    '        020^001     •"  "loi Pool '

"002 == ^OO^OOl    '    ^lloPoOl^OOl     '       020°001*

The terms involved in these expressions are shown in the following table:

-^002

(157)

Term

P5ot

Pool CT001

Pool

^001

a*7i

4»)  A&l

2a, ( to, + at )

n ( ™8 + «4 )

■+a2(T7i+rs)

27i(v4 + ys)

(ra. + a,)"

(ra5 + at ) ( ry4 + y, )

(174 + 7,)«

'001

2ß2n6

Yi"t
+ atY»

271/6

2a6 ( to, + a4 )

a6 ( T4 + Ys )

2(r74 + 73)

( to, + a4 )

V/6

7Ï

Multiplied
by

"020
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In order to obtain the Sm it is necessary in the above table only to change the

0... in the last column into 0..,.
ijk tjk

The solutions of equations (157) may be expressed in the form

««x  Poo2=A(otxi(r)+AfoxAZxf^+AUfxf^+AZxfT) + AZXb(T)+xfT),
(158)

°oo2=Aotyi{*)+Ao"oiAo%iy2^)+Aoty3{^

The coefficients of -4^, in the differential equations are homogeneous of the

first degree in a2 and 7,, every term of which involves the first multiple of Xt .

Hence the solutions for these terms by Theorem II involve non-periodic terms,

and we can write

*4(T) = *t<j) + C2T«l(T) + %™3(t),

vAT) = fAT) + C2T72(T) + c3rriAT)'

where @3(t) and P4(t) are periodic with the period 2Ftt.    As is seen from the

table, xfr) and yff) do not involve the X.    They have therefore the form

XS(T)   =í?5(7-)  +   <,47-«3(T)>

2/6(7-)  = íí,6(7")+C47-74(7-)-

(159)

(160)

It will be verified in (172) that we do not need to know the character of x5 and y5

Coefficient ofae.

The differential equations are

(161)
PÍ01 + 62Pm + ^""ioi = -^lou

°"i'oi + ö4°"ioi + e3Pioi = Sm-

-^loi = Ö20o t^iooPooi] + öuoCi,ioo°'ooi + Pool0'™] + é'o2o[2o"ioo0'ooi] + ^lOlPlOO'

^101 = ^200 [^lOO^OOl] + ^110 [Pioo^ooi + /'ooi °"ion J + #020 [2<Tioo°"ooJ •

The  following table  shows  the  character of  the   terms  entering   into   these

expressions :

R,,

PiooPooi

Pioo "001

+ P001 "l00

Pi 00

"jTi

A

^100^001 + ^100^001

2o2 ( Ta, + a4 )

ft ( 1"«S + a4 )

+ «2 ( Tn + 73 )

27, ( ryt + 7, )

^100^001

(To3 + al)'i

(ra3+a4)(r74 + 7,)

(V4 + 73)2

A' ■

2a2i<¡

<H7i + c2/6

2/i 7,

2a, ( ra3 + a4 )

«6(^74 + 73)

+76(ra3-|-a4)

27e ( T7i + 73 )

( ra3 + «4 )

Multiplied
by

In order to obtain Sxox it is necessary only to change the 0Vk in the last column

into 0..k.    This table shows that i?101 and  Sxox differ from Bm2 and Sm only in
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the constants A..k. Since the initial conditions impose the same conditional

equations as for the coefficient of e2 we can at once write down the solution

ft« = ^AZaZxx(t) +[AfmAf0X + AfwAf0X]x2(T)

+ 2¿»¿» «¿(t) + Afmx4(T) + Afmxb(T),
(162)

'..i = a^M^.OH [^oUSi + ^Mo'iM7")

+ ^MM7") + ^vA*) + A%yA^)-
Coefficient of 8e.
This coefficient can be obtained by symmetry from the coefficient of ae by

permutation of the first and second subscripts of the AVk.   Therefore

Poll = ^oVaW7") + lA(o\AZ  + A%A»2(T)

+ ^AZAZx3(r) + AZ*A*) + Ao%x5(t),
(163)

«-lo, = ^„ïo^Ut7-) + íAZA%i + ¿Z^SxlyAT)

+ 2Af>0A$xys'T) + Af0y4(T) + Afuys(r).

This concludes the computation of all terms up to the second order inclusive in

a, 8 and e. In order to establish the existence of the periodic solutions it is not

necessary to carry the computation further.

§ 16. Existence of periodic orbits reentrant only after many revolutions.

We have chosen the initial conditions so that at t = 0 the particle is crossing

the p-axis orthogonally. It is obvious geometrically that if at any future time

it again crosses the p-axis perpendicularly the orbit will be a closed one and the

motion in it will be periodic. The conditions that the particle shall cross the

p-axis perpendicularly at t = 7 is that at this epoch

p = cr = 0.

The equations of variation have the period 2Fir. Therefore we shall choose

7= Fit . Since p is an even series in t, and cr is an odd series, all the purely

periodic terms in p and cr ave sines and consequently vanish at r = Ftt . The

terms which do not vanish must carry t as a factor. The conditions for

periodicity give us two equations, namely, at t = Ftt,

p =0 = ama + aoxo8 + ame + a2Ma2 + an„a8

„aA. + «020 S' + «101«6 +  «011 Se +  «002e2 + '• 't

(164)
°" = 0 = ¿100« +  KoS + 600ie + 620O«2 +   6110«S

+  Ko 82 + &,01 «€ +  5011 8e +  6002 £2 +   • • ■ ■
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where a..k and 6^ are the values derived from the series just computed.    Their

values are as follows :

aioo = ^i"ooM' «010 = ^oi'o"' «001 = ^ooi^4'

(165)
6    = A(2) v b    = A<2) v b    — ^4(21 v"loo— -^loo^' "oio — ^oio"' "ooi— -^oni"'

„     — AW2ñ   4.   JO)   AW ñ     i     ACif-Z.
"200 — ^ioo^i ~ -°-ioo ^-100^2 ~ '"•looks'

0      = JU)2£   4. J[m   AW y     1     AW* y
"200        -"■ 100^1     '    ■"-100 ^100 Vi ^  -^lOOi'S'

a    = 2-4/" J.(1) x + [ Aw A™ 4- A{2) Am 1 5 4- 2yl(2> ̂4(2) 5
Mno     -"-^-ioo^-oio^i   '   L^-ioo^oio ^ -^-ioo^oioJ ^2   '   -^^ioo^oio^'

6    = 2^4 w Aw v + \ Am A& + A™ A(1) 1 v + 2A<-2) A^ û
"no — ■"-ílioo'cloioí'i ~ L -^loo-^oio ~ -^100-^010 J ¡f2 ~ -"^ 100    010^3'

„     _ AVP-x  -+- A^ A*® x   -+- Ai2)1x"020 — -iaoio*t'i   '   -"'OIO'^OIO^   1   -^oio^s'

6    = Am2v + A^ A(2) v + Ä- ?ü
"020 — -^OlOin   ~  'íl010-íx01oy2  ~  -^010^3'

«,oi = 2AZA'olxx + [AfmAf0X + AfmAf0X]x2 + 2AZAWxx3 + Afmx4 + A%x„

Kx = a^a^ÄSi +iAiilAZ + A?loAZly* + «¿ïï^&y. + AZy> + ¿%v*

«on = **&!$& + [ A&A» + AfX0Af0X]x2 + 2Af¡0A<i¡xx3 + Afxax4 + Afx\x„
b    — 9, Am >40) 7, 4- r Am A® 4- A^2) A® lij + 2Al2) A<-2) v + Am ü + A(2) v .
U0U ~ "■ii0X0.-il00xyx ^ L-^OlO-^OOl    r -"oiO-^OOl \Jï   '    -yl010 ^001^3^ ^010 y4   '    ^010 #5'

«002 == -^-001*1     '    -^"001 ^001X2 "I" -^-001 X3    '    -^001 Xi    '    -^001*5    '    X61

b _   A<¡£*l    +   JW   jt\W   y       I     J/tfy     _l_  _¿U)   y     4-  _4<2>  V    +  V   .
"002 — -^001 il 1 ~ -a-00l-a-00lJ'2 ~ ^^OOl^    '    -^OOli'l    '    "^001 ¡t5    '    ¡/6'

where

17     «"«3 7u = Kir   ,   ,    u = /Í7T7,,
o!t '

(166)
dxi

df''x{ = af »       yt = y<^ at T = Ä7r-

Let us solve now the equation (164), p = 0, for e as a power series in a and

S.    We obtain

(167) 6 = exoa + e0,S + e20a2 + e„aS + e0282 + . • •,

where the coefficients e;. have the following values :

c    — _ axoo

10 —      a    '«001

«010

01 — — a    '"ooi

e20=-
«200 «001 —  «100 «101 «001  +  «002 «H
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_   _ «UP «001 ~ «OU «100 «001 ~ «101 «010 «001  +  2«002 «100 «010

11 a3u001

_ «020 «001 «011 «010 «001  +  «0Q2«010•=02 ..3

"ooi

Solving now equation (164), cr = 0, for e in terms of a and 8, we obtain

(168) e = e-,0a + i0,S + ewa2 + ëxxa8 + ¿02o2 + . •.,

where the ê{j have the same expressions in the bMm as the e.. have in the aklm.

Subtracting (167) from (168), we have

(169) 0= [ê10-e10]a + [èox-eox]8 + [i2-e2Q]a2 + [êxx-exx]a8 + [i02-eü2]o2+ . • •.

We must now examine the coefficients of this series.

r - -i      «joo      «jpo _ Axw^      -^loov _ o

Ll°    loi~^oi~Ki~A^   ¿&»     '

a b AW u     A<-2) v

L£oi       eioJ — „     ~" 7.     —  AW y       A<® v~
«ooi      °ooi      ^ooiM      -^ooiv

Both of the linear terms therefore vanish. The computation of the second

degree terms is somewhat more complicated. It simplifies matters somewhat

if we observe that the e{. have the same expressions in v and the y{ as the e^. have

in u and »t. It is sufficient therefore to compute one and derive the other from

it.    From (165) we have

_ °=*> _ «100 «101    i    ^002 «U)o

20 ~ it n2 n3
"ooi "ooi "ooi

Substituting in these fractions the values of the aiJk from (165) we get

a200_L_ [l(lj!   A(2)2Xi    ,      AW    AW    1(2)2*2,      AW2  A (2)2 *81
a    — /ira3        00    m u loo-^ioo-^ooi u~ -"-i on-™ ooi M    '

001 ooi *-

«loofW__        oi(i) aw Am aw Ï1 i r_ /4<2'2 Am aw _Am aw A(ï>--\ Ï«
— 2 —   4(2)' lOO^l»     OOI      Ml ?(  TL       -"lOO     OOl-'-'-OOl       -ii100-ci100-<a-001 J  y

001 ooi L

/171N 2/fra2/|(2)2í3_   AH)   AW   AW ?3_AW2AW i^?
l+(i) — «•"íoo^ooi M       ■**■ loo^ioo-"ooi M       -^íoo-^ooi u   y

«002«joo_1_ [aW* /i(1)2^i J.   /1(2)2 Am    AW   ÜÜ? 4    i(2)2^4(2)2^
_8 —    j(2)3     ^ÎOO^OOI M  "T- -^lOO^OOl-^OOl M  ^ "" 100 ̂ 001  y

Ml -™001 ■-

+ -^ioo-"ooi M "I" -"íoo-^oói M     100 u    •
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For the sum of these three expressions, there results

_ e_    \Am A{2) —AW Aml2^1
20 4(2)3I   L      100      001 100      0OU     y

(172) 0D1

— [Am Aw —AW Am 1 ̂ i<2) -* + ^4<2>2-6],
L     100    001 100     001 I      100 y  ~ -"ioo „ r

the coefficients of xfu, x3/u and x5ju vanishing identically.    This is the reason

why it was not necessary to compute x2, x3, and x5 in (152) and (158).

Changing the xi into y. and u into v gives us — e^.    Hence

r¿ _ e ] =_J \Am Aw — AW Am V   -■ — ̂
L   20       c20j j(2)3 I  L^ 100-^001 ^lOO^OOll    \y v

(173) °01

-^a[^^-^&ja][5-|]+4S[5-Ç]}'
But [xx/u — y¡/v] and [xe/u — y6/v] both vanish since

xx = cxu,        yx = cxv,        x6 = c4u,        y6 = c4v,

as is readily seen from (153) and (160). It is also seen on referring to (159)

that [xfu — y4/v] does not vanish, but is equal to

U       V    ~   2\_u dT       v\T=Kf

AW [All)   AW _  AW   4W~\ r?        ill
(174.\ Të   —e   1 — _      looL-^-ioo-^ooi      ^-loo^ooij     ^4 _ iU \
V1'*) LC20       C20j- ,(2)3 y v\

001 L J

Without repeating the details of the computation we find in a similar way

aw [aw AW —AW Am 1 A-AW [Am Am —AW AW l[x    Tj~\
(~\ 7^ T?   _e  1=_    QioL    loo    ooi loo    ooil   '^iooL-^oiq-^ooi_-"qiq-"ooiJ   ^4_ÍM I
\        H il       il J- ,{2f \u      v    '

-"ooi L J

;l7(i>r- „   -l ■™o"lo[-"oi0-"o01 ~ -™010 -™001 J |   X*        ^4(176) [6Ü2- ej =-A-3-1 - - - J
001 L J

Substituting these values in (169), we find that the second degree terms in a

and 8 are factorable.    Thus (169) becomes

(177) 0=¿[5-5][^a + ̂ „S+---][(^,V^-^o^i)«

+ (AZA%i-A<olAZ)t+ ■■■]■

There are therefore two real solutions for 8 as power series in a. Substituting

these values of 8 in (168) we find the two corresponding values of e. In this

manner we find :

Hence
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(178)

First solution.

Aw AW—AW AW                  i — ai -y'CO)
5>_ -"lOQ-^OOl       -^OlO^-OOl          ,                _   In       " '3         , _   lj\ V )         ,

~     AW AW —AW AW      "T" ' "' ~ a —aa a ( 0\     +
-"OIO^OOI       ^OlO^OOl                                «5       "«4 «6 \ " )

AW Aw — AW AW                       l 1
_   xioq-"-oio       -"-loo     010 _i          _                         , -*-            ,

~~ AW Aw — AW AW a -r ■■ — „ _aa a + a ( 0\    +
-"OIO-^OOI          -™010-™001                                «5         "«4 «6\U/

Second solution.

AW i(0 )
*=-^«+---=jy«+---=72(0)-«+.--,

(179)
Aol   T       ~«2(0)1

-™ioo_        »i»x_i_ n « _l
: = - 'Aw « - ]4T2Í ó H-= 0 -a + • • -,

001 001

where ae and 76 are the quantities defined in (147), and 7¡(0) is the value of

d<ye/dT for t = 0. Thus one solution for e begins with the first power of a

while the other certainly does not begin before the second, but in both solutions

8 begins with the first power of a.

§ 17. Construction of the solutions having the period 27V.

We have just proved the existence of series for p, a and e proceeding in

powers of the initial value of p (let us call this value e).* The series for p and

er are periodic in t with the period 2 Fir, and since this condition holds for all

values of e sufficiently small each coefficient is separately periodic. The series

for p is even in t, and the series for cr is odd in t.    These series have the form

p = p,e + p2e2 + p3e3+ •••,

(180) a = crxe + cr2e2 + cr3e3 + •••,

e = e, e + e2 e2 + e3 e3 +

We may substitute these series in the differential equations and integrate the

coefficients of each power of e step by step, and determine the constants in

such a way that p and cr shall be periodic, and satisfy the initial conditions

(181) p(0) = e,        <r(0) = 0,        p'(°) = 0>        cr'(0) = 8,

where 8 is a constant at present unknown but to be determined in the process.

Substituting the series (180) in the differential equations (138), we find for the

coefficient of the first power of e

(182) p" + 62px + 03trx = 0mex,        < + 04erx + 03px = 0.

*The reason for ohauging a to e is that this parameter corresponds to the eccentricity in the

two-body problem.
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Since by the condition of orthogonality p must be even in t and cr odd in t , the

solution complying with the condition is

,ioox    Pl = AWaAT) + ^"E7^7") + «li7")] + •»[«"*(» + «5(7")]>
(183)

«r, = ^7i(t) + 7>')[t74(t) + 7j(t)] + e,[aT74(T) + y4(T)],

where «5(t) contains only cosines of even multiples of t and 75(t) contains only

sines of odd multiples of t.

In order that this solution shall be periodic it is necessary and sufficient that

7/«= -aex.

Upon imposing this condition the solution (183) becomes [see eq. (146)]

p1 = ^»«2(T)+e1[a5(T)-a«4(T)] = ^0!2(T) + e,a6(T),

(184)
crx = AW%(T) + 6,[75(t) - 07s(t)] = AWJx(t) + C,76(t).

It remains to impose the initial condition that px = 1 at t = 0.    From this

condition we get

(185) l = AWä2 + exäe,

where a2 and 56 denote the values of these functions when t = 0.

Coefficient of e2.

PÏ + 0iPt + e3ff2 = ö00162 + ö101€lft + 6200P\ + ölloft°"l + ö020 °1 = E 2 >

(186) _
< + V2 + *.ft = ÖmP\ + *.,oft *1 + 6m°\ =  ¿V

Every term of B2 and S2 contains either Am, e, or e2 as a factor. Arranged

in this manner we have the expansions

Ä2=-4(,)2[ö2oo«2 + ö„o«2 7i-rö02071]

+ A^e2 [202ma2a6 + 0no(yxa6 + a2y6) + 20m%% + 0XQXa2]

+ eï E^OO«« + #110 «6 76 + ^020 72 + 0m «6 ]   + e2IA, ] .

S2 = All)2[Ömal + 0ma2yx + 0ü2Oix] + A<\[202Wa2a6+0m(yxae+a2y6) + 20myxy6]

+ e¡ [^2oo«I + Ö~io«676 + ^,2072] •

In order to understand the character of the solution of these equations we must

examine the character of the various terms. The coefficient of A(1) in both

B2 and S2 is homogeneous of the second degree in a2 and 7,. Its expansion

therefore involves terms carrying 2Xt and terms independent of X. By The-

orem II the solution for the terms in 2Xt is periodic. The terms independent

of X are cosines of even multiples of t in B2 and sines of odd multiples of t in
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S2. These terms have the same character as those in the coefficients of e2 and

e2 and may be considered under the discussion of those terms.

The coefficients of A0)ex in both B2 and S2 are homogeneous of the first

degree in a2 and 7,, all terms of which carry the first multiple of Xt. By The-

orem VII the solution for p2 will carry the term Ta, ( r ), and for <r2 the term

t72(t). Non-periodic terms of this character do not arise elsewhere in the

solution, hence, in order to avoid them, we must take either AW =0 or e, = 0.

If we choose Am = 0, then, by (185), e, is determined so that we must have

e, = l/56, thus agreeing with the first solution (178) of the existence proof.

But if we choose e, = 0 so that by (185) Aw = lja2 we are in agreement with

the second solution (179) of the existence proof. We will commence by devel-

oping the first solution.    This necessitates the choice Am = 0, e, = l/56.

First solution.

Since AW = 0 all terms in B2 and S2 which carry Xt or any multiple of it

vanish.    There remains

€î [#200«6 + ö110«676 + Omy¡ + o,«, «6 ]   + «Al «

e2[02oo«o + 0i,o«6 76 + 0"O2o72].

.    «o(T)      _    y6(T)      ,    1

ft—^-«    *.--v    <.-sr-

It is easy to characterize B2 and S2. B2 contains only cosines of even multi-

ples of t, and S2 contains only sines of odd multiples of t. Since p2 is even

in t and cr2 odd, the solution satisfying this condition is

p2=^a2(T) + 7/2)[Ta3(T) + a4(T)] + [^(T) + aaTa3(T)]+e2[a5(T) + aTa3(T)],

<r2=^71(T) + 7>2)[T74(T) + 73(T)] + [?2(T) + a2T74(T)]+e2[75(T) + aT74(T)].

In this solution the terms are grouped according to their origin. The first

two terms are the complementary function. The third arises from the terms

carrying e\ as a factor. The fourth arises from the terms carrying e2 as a

factor. a2 is a constant depending upon the coefficients of e2 in the differential

equations. aAT) an(l 7s(T) are *ne satne functions as in the coefficient of the

first power of e. By Theorems IV and V, »72(t) and £2(t) are periodic func-

tions of t with the period 27r and so constituted that n2( t) contains only cosines

of even multiples of t, and £2(t) contains only sines of odd multiples.

In order that p2 and er2 shall be periodic we must have

7/2) = — a2 — ae2,

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 8

^2 =

^2 =

We have also

(187)

(188)
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and this makes

P2 = ^(2)«2(T) + €2«e(T) + VAT) - «2«i(T)'

ct2=AW%(t) + e276(T) + r2(r) - a273(T).

In order that we may satisfy the initial conditions we must have p2(0) = 0->

and this determines e2 so that

_ «2«4-52--4(2)«2
«;

AW is not yet determined, but it is obvious that it must be zero in order to satisfy

the periodicity condition on the coefficient of ef in which the non-periodic parts

arising from terms involving the first multiple of Xt carry AW as a factor.

Hence the only way to avoid non-periodic terms of this character is to choose

AW = 0.    Anticipating this step then we have

ft = -2-^-2«6(T) + '?2(7")-«2«4(7")'

<r2 = ^p276(+) + ?2(T)-a273(T).

Hence p2 contains only cosines of even multiples of t , and cr2 contains only sines

of odd multiples of t.

It remains only to show that this process of integration can be carried on

indefinitely. Assuming that up to and including pix and cr._, every p. and cr.

is periodic with the period 27r and that the p. contain only cosines of even

multiples of t and a. only sines of odd multiples of t, except that p._x contains

the term A{i~x)a2(T) and o\_, contains the term A(i~X)7, (t), it will be shown

that the same conditions obtain for the next succeeding step. For p. and cr. we

have from the differential equations (138)

ft" + *,ft + 0*"i = e^i + A^ [0101*1 «2 + 202Mft«2

(192) + 0„„(ft7, + <^«2) + 20o3o^,7,l + 3\,

< + 04^ + 03ft = ^(,-1)E202ooft«2 + 0,,„(ft71-r^«2) + 2öO2otr171]+^i.

From the properties of the differential equations it is readily seen that <t>i con-

tains only known terms all of which are cosines of even multiples of t , and that

^P. contains only known terms all of which are sines of odd multiples of t. The

coefficients of j4(,_1) are homogeneous of the first degree in a2 and 7,, and con-

sequently each term involves a first multiple of Xt . Their solution gives rise to

non-periodic terms of the form t«,(t) and t72(t).    They carry ^4(i_1) as a

(191)
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factor, and since terms of this type arise nowhere else in the solution we can

make them disappear only by putting A{'~1) = 0. The solution for (192) then

has the form

,i no ft=^(í)a2(T) + Z>(<)E7-«3(7-)+«4(7-)] + M'H«,*^*)] +ei[a5(r) + aTa3(T)],

(193)
<r.=^^>71(T)+7>i)[T74(T)+73(T)] + [£(T) + a.T74(T)] +6j[7i(T) + OT74(T)],

where v¡(t) and £((t) are periodic with the period 27r, and by Theorem V, v¿(T)

contains only cosines of even multiples of t, and £¡(t) contains only sines of

odd multiples of t.

For pi and a. to be periodic it is necessary and sufficient that

7>(i) = — ai   - ae{,

which makes

ft = ^C<)«2(T) + vAT) ~ aiaAT) + eiaAT)'

(194
«r,- ¿«7,(t) + Ç(r) - a¿73(r) + e<7t(r).

From the initial conditions we must have pf ( 0 ) = 0. This condition deter-

mines e¿ to be

e   =   «i5!"   V,-^-li%

«6

Thus the constants are uniquely determined. The p. and a. have the properties

assumed for those having lower subscripts, and the process of integration can be

continued indefinitely. Every A(J) is zero. Since no terms involving the Xt

enter, the solution has the period 27r. But the orbits represented belong to

the class of generating orbits from which we started. In other words, we set

out with a generating orbit for which the initial distance was, let us say, r0, and

we have found another generating orbit for which the initial distance is ra + e

(e arbitrary). There is nothing surprising in this, for r0 is a function of an arbi-

trary constant ß. Let us suppose we had started with a definite value of ß,

let us say ß0. This gives us a definite generating orbit with a definite initial

distance r0. Let us seek now the generating orbit for which the initial distance

is rQ + e. If e is sufficiently small we can evidently give an increment e to ß

which will increase r0 by the amount e.    We have

»•„-/(A),
r0 + e=f(ß0 + e).

Expanding the right member of the last equation by Taylor's theorem we have

Bf o2f ,
p_!d_ e   i    1_-L f?   i   . . .
6 - dß* + * dffi*   + '
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and by inversion, since

Bß + 0,
ß=ßo

e = We +

which we might write

1

dßo

e= exe + e2e2 +

Then by substituting in the generating orbit

ß=ßo + exe + e2e2+---

and arranging as a power series in e, we would obtain the generating orbit which

we sought. As these are the same conditions that are imposed when we seek

new orbits through the equations of variation it is to be anticipated that one of

the class of generating orbits satisfies the conditions.

Second solution.

We return now to equation (186) where the two methods of satisfying the

periodicity condition presented themselves, and we shall continue with the second

solution. We choose e, = 0, which we found determines Am to be Am = l/52.

From (82) it is seen that a2 = a2 ( 0 ) = 1, and therefore Am = 1. Hence in the

second solution

(195) ft-«*(T).        ^-7,(t).

Using these values of Am and e,, F2 and S2 of (186) become

E2 = [0200 «2 + 0110 «2 7,  + 0O2O 7Î ] + <Al '

(196)
#2 = [ 02OO«2 + 0101 «27i + 0O2O7Î ] ■

All of the terms in these expressions except e2 0m are of the second degree in

a2 and 7,. Therefore they involve terms carrying 2Xt and terms independent

of Xt. 0m also is independent of Xt. In the solution the terms depending

upon 2Xt are periodic by Theorem II. As for the terms independent of X, B2

contains only cosines of even multiples of t and S2 contains only sines of odd

multiples of t. These terms give rise to non-periodic terms in the solution

which has the form

p2= AWa2(T) + F\Ta3(T) + «4(t)] + cb2(X, r)

+ [î?2(T) + «2T«3(T)] + e2[«5(T) + «T«3(T)] ;

<r2 = AWyx(T) + T/2>[t74(t) + y3(T)] + f2(X, t)

+ [£2(t) + «2t74(t)]+ c2[75(t) + ot74(t)].
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In these equations ep2(X, t) and ty2(X, t) are the periodic terms involving X,

v2 and f2 are the periodic terms with the period 27r ; a2 the constant belonging

to the non-periodic part, and the coefficients of e2 are the solutions arising from

the coefficient of e2 in the differential equations. In order that this solution

(197) shall be periodic it is necessary that

F2) = -a2-ae2,

and this reduces p2 and tx2 to

ft = ^'2)«2(T) + <ft(X>  T) + V2(T) - a2aAT) + 62«6(T)'

(198)
a2 = AW7i(t) + x/,2(X, T) + r2(r) - a273(T) + 6276(t).

In order that we may satisfy the initial conditions we must have p2 ( 0 ) = 0.

Hence, since a2(0) = 1,

AW =-t}2-ïj2+ a2ä4 - e2ä6.

The constant e2 is determined by the periodicity condition for the coefficient of e3.

Coefficient qfe*.

(199) p'3' + 02p3 + 03<r3 = B3, ts'f + 04cr3 4 03p3 = S3,

where

Äj= 0001 €3 + 0101 £2ft + 202Ooft ft + 0,1O[^2ft + CT.ft] + 20o2O£ri°"2+ 03Ooft3

+ 02,oft2ffl+   0i2oft^2  +  0030^1»

S» = 202Ooft ft + 0110 E^ft + °"l ft J + 20~O2O°-1 ^2 + 03Ooft3

+   02,oft2^l  +   0i2oft^l   +   0o3O^-

In classifying the terms which belong to the expansion of B3 and S3 we bear in

mind :

First. The 0ijk in B3 involve only cosines of even multiples of t , except those

which are coefficients of odd powers of cr (i. e., j is odd). These involve only

sines of odd multiples. The reverse is the case in the 0..k of #,. If j is even,

0m involves only sines of odd multiples of t. If j is odd, d involve only cosines

of even multiples of t.

Second. px and p2 are cosine series. The terms independent of X involve only

even multiples of t.

a-, and <r2 are sine series. The terms independent of X involve only odd mul-

tiples of t.

It is seen then that among the terms in B3 which are independent of X only

cosines of even multiples of r enter; and among the terms in S3 which are inde-

pendent of X only sines of odd multiples enter.    In the process of integration
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therefore two types of non-periodic terms arise, first, those coming from the

terms which involve the first multiple of Xt , and second, those coming from the

terms independent of X. It is important therefore to separate the various terms

into three classes :

(a) terms independent of X,

(6) terms involving first multiple of Xt only,

(c) terms involving multiples of Xt higher than the first.

The solution for these last terms is periodic.    We rewrite then the differential

equations (199) as follows:

ft + 02ft + V» = «A.  + «2/l(X>  T) + /2(X>  T) +/3(t)  +/4(*X,  T),

•» + 04°"3 + 03ft = e2«i(x' T) + #2(x' T) + ffAr) + 9é(**t r).

The coefficients of e2 are, explicitly,

/Î(X> T) = 0101 «2 + 202OO«2«6 + 0ilo(«2 76 + 7,«6) + 20„2o7,76,

gx(X, t) = 202ma2a6 + 0no(a2y6 + 7la„) + 2Ö02(17,76.

These terms are homogeneous in the first degree in a2 and 7,, and conse-

quently involve only terms which carry the first multiple of Xt . They are of

importance since they carry the undetermined constant e2 as a factor. The solu-

tion for these terms has, by Theorem II, the form

p=7,(X,T)+6,Ta,(T), tr= C,(X,t) + 61t72(t),

where T^X, t) and ir,(X, t) are periodic and involve only terms carrying the

first multiple of Xt. 6, is a constant depending upon f(X, t) and gx(X, t).

It is found, by a calculation not difficult, to have the value

bx = Z + p29(p2).

The functions /2(X, t) and g2(X, t) have the same characters as /,(X, t)

and gx(X, t). They are considered separately since they are independent of e2.

Their solutions may be written

P = 72(X,t) +6,t«,(t), <7 = £2(X,t) + 62t72(t).

The termsf3(r) av^ °3(T) are independent of X. /3(t) contains only cosines

of even multiples of t, while g3(T) contains only sines of odd multiples of t.

The solution for these terms has the form

P=F3(T) + b3Ta3(T), a= £3(t) + 63t74(t).

Finally, f4(kX, t) and g4(kX, t) involve only terms which carry multiples of

Xt higher than the first.    The solution for these terms is

p = F4(kX,T), cr=G4(kX,T).
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The entire solution is then

p3=A^a2(T) + 7/3>[t*3(t) + a4(T)] + e3[a5(T) + aTa3(T)]

+ e2[Fx(X, t) + bxrax(T)] + [F2(X, r) + 62™,(t)]

+ [^3(r) + b3Ta3(T)]+F4(kX,T),

'  }   ir3=^(3)7,(T) + 7(3)[T74(T) + 73(T)]+e3[75(T) + aT74(T)]

+ e2[Gx(X, t) + 6,t72(t)] + [G2(X, t) + 62t72(t)]

+ [GAr) + b3Tyi(T)] + G4(kX,T).

All of the functions «¡(t), 7¿(t), F((t), and G¡(t) ave periodic. In order

that p3 and cr3 shall be periodic it is necessary and sufficient that the coefficient

of Tct3 ( t ) and T73 ( t ), and the coefficient of Ta, ( t ) and T72 ( t ) be zero.   That is,

Z»(3)=_63-a63,

and

by which condition the value of e2 is determined.    In order to satisfy the initial

conditions we must have p3 = 0 at r = 0, and this determines ^4(3),

A^ = b3ai(0)-e3a6(0) + ^Fx(0)-F2(0)-F3(0)-F4(0).
"1

Thus all the constants are determined except e3, and the solution is

p3=^'3)a2(T)-63a4(T)+63a6(T)-*27',(X, t) + F2(X, t) +F3(T) + F4(kX, r),

(202)
0-3=4(3)7l(T)-6373(T) + e376(T)-^,(X, t)+ G2(X, t) + G3(t) + G4(kX, r).

ui

The constant e3 will be determined in satisfying the periodicity condition for

the coefficient of e4. This process of integration can be continued indefinitely.

p3 and 0-3 have the same properties that have been stated for p2 and <r2. It is

evident from the properties of the differential equations that these properties

persist for p4 and er4, and so on indefinitely. The coefficient for e^, in so far

as it carries the first multiples of Xt is always the same as for e,. Therefore

the constant e;_, can always be determined so as to avoid non-periodic terms of

the type tcx,(t) and t72(t). The constant 7(l) of integration can always be

determined so as to destroy non-periodic terms of the type Ta3(T) and t74(t).

The constant A{,) can always be determined so as to satisfy the initial condi-

tions. The analysis of the type of terms entering is the same as for the sub-

script 3.
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We have therefore a periodic solution with the period 277T which is different

from the class of generating orbits from which we set out, for the particle makes

many revolutions before its  orbit  reënters.     After integrating  the equation

dv/dT = c/r2 the solution will contain five arbitrary constants (subject to the

condition that X must be rational), corresponding to mean distance, eccentricity,

inclination, node, and epoch.

University of Chicago,

April 20, 1909.


